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The honors list for Clemson 
College for the first semester 
of the 1953-54 school year has 
been released by the Regis- 
trar's Office. 
The students, named on the 
honors list will be recognized at 
Scholarship Recognition Day ex- 
ercises to be held in the Outdoor 
Theater on Wednesday, May 4. 
Fourteen students are tied for 
highest honors having made the 
grade of "A" on every subject 
taken during tHe first semester. 
They are John Baecher Butt, 
Greensboro, N. C.; Nicholas 
George Forlidas, Jr., Clemson; 
Herbert Lee Gibson, Jr., Brevard, 
N. C.; James Kermit Henderson, 
Clemson; William Plexico Hood* 
Jr., Hickory Grove; James Frank 
Humphries, Jr., Columbia; Wil- 
liam Aull Leitner, Clemson; Jos- 
eph Lindsay, III, Clemson; Wis- 
tar Gustave Metz, Clemson; Wil- 
liam Furman Mooret Jr., Taylors; 
•.William Lawrence Orr, Jr., Hen- 
dersonville, N. C; Barton Duvall 
Pattie, Jr., London, England; 
Bennette Earle Wilson, Spartan- 
burg; and Elbridge Juette Wright, 
Jr., Belton. 
■ Others on the honors list placed 
in order of rank with ties marked 
by asterisks are: 
High honors, senior class— 
Nicholas George Forlidas*, Clem- 
son; Joseph Lindsay, III*, Clem- 
son; William Furman Moore, Jr.*, 
Taylors; Bennette Earle Wilson, 
Spartanburg; Charles Jarred 
Hammett, Kingstree; Cecil Jerome 
Walters, St. George; James Glenn 
Shirley, Piedmont; John Clifford 
Von Kaenel, Seneca; Edwin Davis 
McDowell, Elliott; Charles Mar- 
vin Hagan, Jr., Longport, N. J.; 
Hugh Chapman Humphries Jr., 
Sumter; Edward Thomas Brank- 
en*, Pittsburgh, Pa.; George Bur- 
nett Brockenbrough*, Kinards; 
Jerry Edward Dempsey*, Ander- 
son; Frank Hardy Denton*, Dal- 
las, Ga.; Bernard Mclntyre San- 
ders, Jr., .Cordova; Sam Barrow 
Murphree, Jr., Troy, Ala.; Benja- 
min Kilgore Chreitzberg, Jr., An- 
derson; Lawrence Marion Gress- 
ette, Jr.*, St. Matthews; Otis 
Bright Kempson, • Jr.*, Kingstree; 
John William Mclntyre*, Rock- 
ingham, N. C; James Hagood 
Sams, III,*, Clemson; Claude Ber- 
nard Goodlett, Jr., Travelers 
Rest; Benjamin Francis Dodson, 
Duncan; George Wesley Withers, 
(Continued  on Page Three) 
Clemson's Mother of the Year- 
Easley, S. C. 
-Mrs.  George H.  Hendricks  of 
Mrs. George .Hendricks 
Named Mother Of Year 
Tiger Brotherhood, local honor- 
ary leadership fraternity and 
sponsor of the selection of Clem- 
son's Mother of the Year, has 
chosen Mrs. George H. Hendricks 
of Easley as Clemson's Mother of 
1954. 
She will be honored by the 
Corps of Cadets at the regimental 
parade on Mother's Day, May 9. 
Mrs. Hendricks is the mother of 
six sons, all of whom either at- 
tended or graduated from Clem- 
son. They are Doyle, who is now 
deceased, Leon A., class of '24; 
Lewis E., class '31; Thomas A., 
class '37 and now a member of 
the textile faculty at Clemson; 
George H., Jr., class '48; and 
Smith G, who attended from 
1940-42. 
Her sons-in-laws, B. O, Wil- 
liams and J. E. Herring, also are 
Clemson graduates. Mrs. Hen- 
dricks has two grandsons who 
are now enrolled as sophomores 
at Clemson, L. A. Hendricks, Jr., 
AF Announces Policy 
ConcerningCommissions 
The decision of the Department of Defense that an active 
duty position is now a prerequisite to commissioning and 
that all those commissioned must serve for a minimum pe- 
riod of two years prompted the Air Force to align the 
AFROTC output to active duty spaces. 
This   was   done   by   reversing 
the advanced course selection 
criteria so that only the numbers 
and types of students required on 
active duty would be selected to 
enter advanced ROTC. 
Cadets who entered the ad- 
vanced course in September 1953 
were selected under this program 
in one of the following catego- 
ries:. 
Category 1, medically qualified 
for pilot training, has pilot apti- 
tude stanine of four or higher, 
and has signed statement of in- 
tent to apply for flight training 
at or before the time he applies 
for a commission. 
Category 1A, medically quali- 
fied for jfeserver training, has an 
observer ,f aptitude of three or 
higher, and has signed statement 
of intent to apply fpr observer 
training. •   ^» 
Category 2: medically qualified 
for Reserve Commission, but may 
also be medically qualified for 
flight training, is enrolled in a 
scientific, technical, or engineer- 
ing major (at Clemson this in- 
cludes EE, ME, CE, and ArEn). 
Category 3, medically qualified 
for Reserve Comfhission, is not 
medically or aptitudinally qual- 
ified for flight training, and is not 
pursuing an academic maior whi^h 
would qualify him for Category 2. 
Category 4: medically qualified 
for Reserve Commission, may 
have any type major course, and 
must have sufficient prior mili- 
tary service, to qualify him as a 
veteran (veterans may also be 
entered in Category 1 or 1A if 
otherwise qualified). 
At the present time there is 
no restrictive quota imposed on 
the number of cadets to enter the 
advanced course in Categories 1, 
1A, and 4. A small numerial 
quota is received for Categories 
2 and 3. 
All cadets who graduate before 
May 1954 will be commissioned. 
and J. E. Herring, Jr.; and Doyle 
Hendricks, Jr., also her grandson 
who graduated in 1952. 
The daughter of Elihu Smith 
Griffin and Martha Smith Grif- 
fin, Mrs. Hendricks who is now 
77 years of age, was born in Pick- 
ens County on March 15, 1877. 
She was married to George H. 
Hendricks in 1894 and is the 
mother of six boys and four girls. 
• She had nine sisters and three 
brothers, seven sisters and one 
brother of whom are still living. 
Those who graduate after May 
1954 will be commissioned ac- 
cording to the requirements of 
the Air Force to fill active duty 
places, and the remainder will 
be granted "Certificates of Com- 
pletion". 
Present information concern- 
ing graduates in June and August 
1954 and February 1955 is that 
all of these graduates who agree 
to undergo flying training after 
graduation will be commissioned 
together with about 50% of those 
majoring in certain engineering 
courses who are not qualified for 
flying, or do not elect to under- 
go flying training. 
Cadets who receive "Certifi- 
cates" will become eligible for the 
draft after graduation. However, 
prior to being drafted, AFROTC 
graduates holding these certifi- 
cates will be permitted to enlist 
as Airman Third Class for a spe- 
cial two year tour in the Air 
Force, instead of the normal re- 
quired four year enlistment tour. 
After the graduate has served 
his enlistment Jp.e may, if still 
qualified, receive a reserve com- 
mission based on his certificate. 
Having fulfilled the military 
training obligation from which 
he was deferred during college, 
his commission will no longer de- 
pend on the availability of active 
duty officer space and he may 
be assigned to the reserve mobili- 
zation pool. 
Beginning with the school year 
in September 1954, the Air Force 
places no limitation on the num- 
ber of cadets who can be enroll- 
ed in the basic course; therefore 
all cadets desiring to enroll in 
the course will be accepted, with- 
in school policies. If selection is 
required to be made due to limi- 
tation of school facilities, priority 
will be given to students who ap- 
parently have the physical qual- 
ifications for flying training. 
Reid Davis To Speak 
W ME Meeting 
The Clemson chapter of the 
American Institute of Electrical 
Engineers will hold their regular 
meeting on Tuesday night, April 
27 at 6:30 oclock in the Olin Hall 
lecture room. 
Mr. Reid Davis of the National 
Broadcasting Company, will give 
a talk on color T. V. He also will 
show some slides and a fifteen 
minute kineascope recording. Mr. 
Davis is a graduate of Clemson 
in the class of 1928. 
All rising juniors and seniors 
in ME and EE and members of 
either ASME or AIEE are cor- 
dially invited to attend. 
Jack Mclntyre, Marvin Reese. 
E. A. McCormic, John Bailey, 
John Hunsock, and Prof. Tingley 
are attending the Southern Dis- 
trict Conference in Raleigh, April 
21-24. 
Dr. Williams Speaks 
*f Horticulture Meet 
Dr. Jack Williams, associate 
professor of history and govern- 
ment, was the principle speaker 
at the Clemson Collegiate Branch 
of the American Society for Hor 
ticultural Science meeting, April 
18 in the club room: 
He   spoke  on   the  agricultural 
influence on political policies. 
The  Clemson   branch  has  re 
cently    published a news    letter 
(Continued on Page Six) 
Clemson Men 
Still Favorites Of 
Coker College 
Clemson Cadets come through 
again! 
The Tigers have been voted for 
the sixth consecutive year 'Coker 
College girls' favorite college 
men, but this year the Country 
Gentlemen topped their com- 
bined opposition. 
In the poll which is sponsored 
as an annual spring feature by 
"The Periscope," Coker student 
newspaper, The Citadel again 
placed second, Wofford and Da- 
vidson retained Their third and 
sixth places while the University 
of North Carolina edged ou the 
University of South Carolina for 
fourth place, USC falling to a 
three-way tie with Furman and 
North Carolina State for sixth 
place. 
The Tigers set a new record by 
raising their 3.3 to 1 lead over 
runner-up Citadel to 3.9 to 1 and 
increased their 1953 46 per cent 
monopoly to an all time high of 
57 per cent. This year the Tigers 
polled 70 of 123 ballots cast which 
represents about two-thirds • of 
the Coker feminine student body. 
Engineering Fair 
Shows Various 
Phases of Science 
The Clemson College Engineer- 
ing Fair, under the direction of 
Dr. James H. Sams, which was 
held Friday, Saturday and Sun- 
day, March 30, 31 and April 1, 
provided a general concise engi- 
neering education for the public 
in everything from jets and cer- 
amics to million volt electricity 
and the modern home. 
The fair was sponsored by Tau 
Beta Pi, national honorary en- 
gineering fraternity with the 
seven departments taking part. 
Exhibits were displayed in cera- 
mic, civil, electrical, industrial, 
and mechanical engineering and 
architecture. » 
Olin Hall, the new ceramics 
building, was one of the feature 
attractions. ' Visitors were shown 
the entire building including all 
the newly installed equipment. 
The fair will be held again in 
1956 as this year's fair continued 
a line of biennial engineering 
fairs. 
Glee Club Will Present Annual 
Spring Concert Tonight At 8:15 
m 
. I 
The Clemson College Glee Club, under the di-       its annual Spring Concert in the College Chapel 
rection   of   Mr.   Hugh   McGarity,   will   present        tonight  at 8:30. 
Ann Bond, Anthony Ellner Take Roles 
In Theater Play*Don Juan In Hell" 
Play To Be Presented May 5-7 
In New Chemistry Auditorium 
Among the quartet of souls gathering in Shaw's Don Juan 
in Hell for a debate on the nature of man and the universe, 
are a father and his daughter who meet again in eternity 
after an interval of over fifty years. 
In addition to many other puz- 
Alpha Chi Sigma 
To Hold Formal 
Initiation April 23 
Alpha Chi Sigma will have a 
formal initiation tomorrow night, 
April 23, for its new members. 
New members are W. L. Polhe- 
mus, textile chemistry sophomore 
from St. Andrews, Fla.; F. B. 
McNatt, chemistry sophomore 
from Clemson; L. H. Wright, 
chemistry sophomore from Staten 
Island, N. Y.; W. O. Stone, textile 
chemistry junior from Newberry; 
J. D. Hindman, chemical engineer- 
ing junior from Red Wing, Minn.; 
B. H. Littleton, chemistry junior 
from Walhallaj B. F. Dickert, 
chemical engineering junior from 
Columbia; G. D. Moulton, textile 
chemistry sophomore from Ridge- 
wood, N. J.; and C. I. Sanders, 
chemistry sophomore from Ninety 
Six. 
About twenty students and fac- 
ulty members will attend the dis- 
trict conclave at Chapel Hill this 
month. They will be conducted 
on a tour through the nucleur re- 
actor arid planatarium at N. C. 
State. The conclave was held at 
Clemson last year. 
zling characteristics of Hell and 
the people in it, the daughter, 
Dona Ana, who arrives from the 
grave, discovers that her father 
is bored with - Heaven,- where he 
was sent because he was a hypo- 
crite, that family ties are not 
kept up in eternity, that Hell is 
not at all what she expected, 
being quite a fine place really, 
where people do nothing but en- 
joy themselves, and finally, that 
she is now older than herS own 
father. But under the easy and 
comfortable dispensations of Hell, 
Dona Ana finds that she need 
not worry about this but may 
choose any age she pleases, and 
so reverts to twenty-seven as a 
fashionable age, while her father 
prefers to remain a statue, a form 
he was given after his death by 
the most famous sculptor of his 
day. 
In the forthcoming Clemson 
Little Theater production ■ of Don 
Juan, scheduled for presentation 
in the new Chemistry Auditorium 
on May 5, 6, and 7% the roles of 
Dona Ana and her father, Don 
Gonzalo, will be taken by two 
players quite familiar to Clemson 
audiences. 
Mrs. Ann Bond adds the role 
of Dona Ana to a list including 
Henrietta in Suppressed Desires 
and a memorable Regina in the 
1953 production of The Little 
Foxes. 
Mrs. Bond has long considered 
the theater one of her principal 
interest?. As an undergraduate 
in L. S. U. she majored in speech, 
and did extensive work in the 
University's dramatic activities, 
includipg radio shows which fea- 
tured her in solo readings. Later, 
she taught speech in the. public 
schools of Louisiana, and since 
coming to South Carolina she has 
been  teaching in  Seneca,  where 
The new officers of the Alpha 
tional service  fraternity,- are: 
Phi Omega, na-        John  Templeton,  Mike Ashmore, Leon Cooper, 
(left  to  right)        Don Harrison, Bob McClure, and Bob Parker. 
this spring she directed and pro- 
duced Junior Miss. In addition, 
she has been finding time of 
late to amuse local audiences 
with her monologue from Doro- 
thy Parker's  "The Waltz". 
As her father, Don Gonzalo, 
Mr. Anthony Ellner, of the Archi- 
tecture School, makes his second 
appearance in a Little Theater 
production, having before played 
in The Little Foxes. 
Mr. Ellner, in contrast to Mrs. 
Bond, is quick to admit that Lit- 
tle Theater work hardly consti- 
tutes more than an agreeable 
avocation for him. His principal 
interests are architecture—he took 
his degree in this field from Yale 
University, and has since taught 
at Kansas University and Miami 
University of Ohio—and music— 
he is a "Hi-Fi" enthusiast and 
has a remarkable collection of 
recordings, from Bach to Shon- 
berg. 
Nonetheless his dramatic ex- 
perience has been extensive. 
While still a student at Jamaica 
High School, Long Island, where 
experimental and seldom seen 
plays were the rule, he performed 
in Rostand's The Romancers; and 
later, with the Widgeon Players, 
an amateur group from Grumman 
Aircraft on Long Island, he ap- 
peared in Thurber's The Male 
Animal. Now, as the Statue, or 
Don Gonzalo, he performs as a 
pompous ex-commander who was 
cut off in the prime of life in a 
duel with Don Juan — or, as he 
prefers to put it, "I wa$ killed by 
an accident; my foot slipped.", 
The direction of Don Juan in 
Hell is by J. P. Winter; produc- 
tion is in charge of John Hunter; 
and other members of the cast 
are John Bennett, as Don Juan, 
and Joe Ignatius Young, as Luci- 
fer. 
Clemson Board 
Of Trustees Hold 
Meeting April 19 
Clemson College Board of Trus- 
tees executive committee me 
Mond y, April 19 and the board 
met Tuesday at the Clemson 
House for its April meeting. Most 
important business on the agenda 
was to reach some decision about 
contracts for Clemson's proposed 
new agricultural building. 
All members of the board ex- 
cept for F. E. Cope of Cope were 
expected to be on hand for the 
decision. R. M. Cooper, Wisacky, 
Chairman of the Board, arrived 
Tuesday afternoon to resume his 
duties interrupted by an automo- 
bile  accident  last  November. 
Gov. and Mrs. James F. Byrnes 
visited with board members, call- 
ed on Dr. and Mrs. Poole and 
took a tour of Clemson's campus 
Tuesday afternoon. 
Board members at the execu- 
tive committee meeting were Ben 
T. Leppard, Greenville; T. B. 
Young, Florence; J. B. Douthit, 
Jr., Pendleton; Paul Sanders, Rit- 
ter; Charles E. Daniel, Greenville; 
T. W. Thornhill, Charleston; and 
Dr. W. A. Barnette, Greenwood. 
College officials present were Dr. 
Poole, H. E. Glenn, Earl Swain, 
A. J. Brown, and Hamilton Hill. 
The college has $3,100,000 
available for buildings other than 
the barracks, but only $2,500,000 
can be used for construction. The 
other amount is set aside for 
equipment and architectural fees. 
The board has been studying 
bids received in two groups—the 
first including the proposed food 
industry building, an animal 
science building, and renovation 
and moving of six existing green- 
houses plus construction of four 
more and a headhouse. 
Group two bids wiU be used 
for future planning but it is not 
expected that action will be taken 
on them at this time. 
Five To Vie For 
Trustees1 Medal 
Monday, April 26 
'Final competition for the Trus- 
tees Medal, awarded the best 
speaker in the student body, will 
be held in the Chemistry audito- 
rium at 7:00 p. m., Monday, April 
26. The five speakers, cnosen in 
the preliminaries April 12, and 
the titles of their speeches are: 
James L. Cromer—Sowing the 
Seeds of Democracy. 
Jerry E. Dempsey—Human Na- 
ture, the Invisible Force Behind 
Our Actions. 
Fletcher C. Derrick, Jr. — A 
Challenge to American Citizens. 
Lamar F. Neville—America's 
No. 1 Economic" Problem. 
L. V. Starkey, Jr.—As a Man 
Thinketh; 
Professor M. A. Owings of the 
English department, will preside. 
All students, faculty and com- 
munity people are invited. 
Prof. McGarity 
Directs Chorus 
By Lawrence Starkey 
Among the many anticipat- 
ed activities around our Clem- 
son campus this time of year, 
is the annual spring concert 
presented by the Clemson 
College Glee Club. This year 
the concert of choral music ir 
to be on Thursday evening, 
April 22, at 8:15 o'clock. 
This organization, consisting of 
25 members, has been considered 
one of the South's finest male 
choruses. The Glee Club per- 
forms at numerous functions on 
the Clemson Campus throughout 
the school year and in the spring 
visits other communities and col- 
leges which this year include An- 
derson, Lander, and Winthrop 
Colleges. 
"The Clemson Singers Include 
authenic folk music on its pro- 
grams   in   settings   devised   by 
leading   arrangers   in   the   na-. 
tion.   Traditional literature for 
the male    chorus    and   lighter 
popular selections from musical 
comedies    are    included," dis- 
closed Hugh M. McGarity, pro- 
fessor of Music and Director of 
the Gle* Club. 
Officers of the Glee Club this 
year are Hugh Atkins, President; 
Berkley  Ruiz,  Vice  -  President; 
Bob   Daniel,  Librarian;   Marion 
Davis, Secretary; Bob Blackmon, 
Property Custodian; Dave Shear- 
er, Business Manager; and John 
Sinclair, Publicity Chairman. 
John David Stanley, of Clemson, 
is the Glee Club's accompanist. 
Soloists for the spring concert 
will be Patrick Woods, Marion 
Davis, and Robert Blackmon, 
Basses, and Philip Anderson, 
Baritone. 
The twenty-five voices in the 
1954  Glee  Club  are  made up 
of  Luke  Fant,    Dan Robinson, 
John    Sinclair,   Hugh   Atkins, 
Walter  Brown,  Robert  Daniel, 
Randolph Kowalski, John Stan- 
ley,    Dave    Shearer,    Kenneth 
Wood, Phillip' Anderson, Lewis 
Brandon,  Leroy  Bryant, Floyd 
Gibson, Jerry Jenness, Berkley 
Ruiz,  James Rush, Jack  Shaf- 
fer,    James    Wiggins,    Robert 
Blackmon, George Bryan, Mar- 
ion  Davis,  Ray  Fowler,  Lewis 
Nance and Patrick Woods. 
The  program  will be  devided 
into four parts:    The  first part 
includes   Ye   Watchers   and   Ye 
Holy  Ones, Where'er You Walk, 
and The Trumpet Song.   The sec- 
ond part consists of All Through 
The Night, and two Negro Spirit- 
uals   arranged   by  Bartholomew: 
The Old Ark's a Moverin' and 
Steal   Away.     Also   included   in 
the second part are It Ain't Nec- 
essarily So from Porgy and Bess 
by Gershwin, "and   Stouthearted- 
Men from New Moon by Rom- 
berg. 
The third part consists entirely 
of selections played by Mary and 
Hugh McGarity, duo pianists. The 
noted husband - and - wife piano 
team have captured the hearts of 
Clemson audiences many times 
before with their style of per- 
formance. 
. Included in part four are Row- 
ing in the Sunlight, Sweet and 
Low, The Erie Canal, and Dry 
Bohes. The public is cordially 
invited to attend this program of 
choral music. No admission will 
be charged. 
McMillan Named 
New Editor Of 
Clemson TOWER 
An organizational committee of 
the Clemson Tower has announced 
Terry McMillan, vocational ag- 
ricultural education junior of 
Bamberg, as the new editor, and 
George S. Harvey, electrical en- 
gineering junior of Columbia, the 
new business manager. 
Dedicated to Christian service, 
this Clemson College Religious 
Guide will carry a weekly church 
and YMCA calendar, devotionals 
and editorials. The Tower is 
published jointly by the Clemson 
YMCA and campus churches. 
The first edition of the publi- 
cation was released on April 6 
and carried Eaister poems by Miss 
Sidelle Ellis, a member of the 
Clemson College Library staff, 
and a devotional by David Town- 
send, education senior of Ben- 
nettsville, also the Clemson Cadet 
Prayer written by & Clemson 
cadet. 
Subscription to the Clemson 
Tower is free. 
Officers Elected 
By Alpha Zeta 
Jimmy Henderson, dairy senior 
of Charlotte, N. C, was elected 
chancellor of the Clemson chapter, 
of Alpha Zeta, national agricultu-. 
ral honorary fraternity, at a meet- 
ing held recently. 
Other officers include Bobby 
Donaldson, horticulture senior of 
Mt. Pleasant, censor; N. C. Clark, 
animal husbandry junior of Wa- 
terloo, scribe; R. M. Buck, animal 
husbandry sophomore of Mt. 
Pleasant, treasurer; and B. L. 
Walpole, agronomy senior of 
John's Island, chronicler. 
Professors T. L. Senn, A. B. 
Snell and C. M. Jones are faculty 
advisers for the agricultural fra- 
ternity. 
NOTICE 
An Army Reserve Corps 
Band Unit is now being organ- 
ized at the ORC Armory. Those 
interested are requested to con- 
tact Major S. M. Harris at the 
Armory. More detailed infor- 
mation will be published in the 
TIGER at a later date. 
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Students Not Taking Port 
In Student Government 
' AST week nominations for student body offices were held 
"■ in the small lecture room of the Chemistry Building. A 
very small, but vitally interested group of students attended 
the meeting. The number of students who attended con- 
stituted approximately 1/100 of the entire student body. 
This is appalling when one considers the size of the Clem- 
son student body. 
It is evident that a lack of interest in the student govern- 
ment of the school exists. WHY? Every student on this 
campus should take an active Interest in what is going on 
in our student government. 
Each year the students are given more liberties whereby 
they may govern themselves. With these added responsi- 
bilitis our leaders" should be of the highest calibre. We feel 
that the student body is not receiving nominations for all 
of the capable students on the campus. We are not being 
fair'to ourselves. 
In the past student government election returns have 
been relatively small. The polls this week were closed just 
after the TIGER went to press. However, we feel sure that 
those interested students who did vote displayed good judg- 
ment in choosing next year's officers and Senior Council. 
Too many times some -of us who have shown no interest 
in the nominations or elections, or both, have been prone 
to give strong criticism to the incumbent officers and 
Council members. The best way to be assured that our 
wishes are provided for is to get out and back those who 
we feel will make the best officer. 
Remember class elections will be held next week—VOTE! 
When We Were Young 
Thirty Years Ago: 
Thirty years ago, the corner- 
stone  of  the  Clemson   Jlethodist 
lurch was laid. The main speak- 
at the ceremony was  Bishop 
illins Denny of Richmond, Vir- 
:iia. The church was to be 
completed by September 1, 1924. 
The Wofford Terriers defeated 
"■'emson By a score of 12 to 7 in 
baseball game played at Clem- 
m.   Wofford   made   13  hits   and 
.   errors;   Clemson made   9   hits 
and 6 errors. 
Twenty Years Ago: 
The Clemson Corps of Cadets 
r.taged its first moonlight review 
TI honor of the honorary cadet 
( olonei of 1924. The review Was 
'^eld on Bowman Field. After 
the review, a dance was held in 
the Clemson Field House. 
The' Clemson track team scored 
109 points to defeat Furman by 
a score of 109 to 17 in a meet held 
at Clemson. 
Ten Years Ago: 
The Board of Visitors paid its 
annual three day visit to Clem- 
son. They inspected College 
farms, experimental projects, 
Mess Hall and kitchen facilities, 
and the stadium. 
The football schedule for 1944 
was released by the athletic de- 
partment. Clemson was sche- 
duled to play P. C. at Clemson, 
Georgia Tech at Atlanta, North 
Carolina State at Charlotte, Uni- 
versity of South Carolina at Co- 
lumbia, Tennessee at Knoxville, 
Wake Forest at Wake Forest, Vir- 
ginia Military Institute at Clem- 
son, Tulane at New Orleans, and 
Georgia at Athens. 
LITTLE MAN OH CAMMJS by OatSISRne* 
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DON'T GET ME WRONG, BUT 
Easter Vacation Is Over, Only Five 
Weeks Of School Left; Dear John— 
TALK OF THE TOWN 
Economy Is A Fine Thing, But Don't 
Let It Interfere With Our Mail 
THE INSPECTOR CAME AND 
THE LATE MAIL WENT 
From the remarks that I have heard 
around the campus since returning from 
the holidays, concerning the closing of the 
post office at seven o'clock each evening, 
the students feel that they are getting a 
pretty dirty deal. I agree. But, before we 
start condemning certain parties, let's look 
into the situation and see just why this ac- 
tion is going to be taken. At the present 
time the plans are that the post office close 
the doors at seven each evening, beginning 
May 1. This is not the work of the Clem- 
son Post Office. I have talked with Mr. 
Ray Morris, postmaster here at Clemson, 
and he informed me that it was not his idea 
that the post office take this action. An in- 
spector of post offices in this district was 
here at Clemson just this past week, and 
one of the faults that he found wrong at 
the post office was that there was too much 
overhead. In order to eliminate this, he 
felt it necessary to cut out the expense of 
paying for one of the workers staying at 
the post office with nothing to do for three 
hours after the last mail was put up. The- 
inspector decided that the post office should 
close its doors at seven o'clock instead of 
nine as it has in the past and thereby elimi- 
nate this extra expense. 
Now, the students admire the fact that 
the government is trying to economize and 
save, but at the same time, they feel that 
it is the government's duty to please the 
public and when they close the doors of a 
post office in a college town at seven o'clock, 
they are far from being pleasing. I am 
quite sure that the inspector did not survey 
the situation very carefully when he made 
this proposal. First of all, on Monday, 
Wednesday and Fridays we do not eat sup- 
per until six o'clock and under the present 
conditions it is a task for a student to finish 
his meal and get down to the post office by 
6:45. Then too, usually there are a number 
of meetings that are being held after supper 
that students have, to attend which would 
By Carroll Moore 
make it impossible for them to check the 
P. O. that night. And, on Sunday nights 
the students returning to the campus after 
seven would also miss that incoming .mail. 
I feel sure that if the person or persoAs re- 
sponsible for these plans of closing the P. 
O. before nine o'clock had studied the situa- 
tion more carefully, the closing hours of 
our post office would remain as they are 
now. 
CONGRATULATIONS, MESS HALL 
I have heard some very favorable Com- 
ments on the new temporary mess hall 
that has been set up in the field house. Stu- 
dents that I have talked with are pleased 
with the way that the food .is presented and 
the eating conditions. One very favorable 
comment from one student was that the 
food even seemed better to him and a 
number of them remarked that it was much 
better because it was hotter when they re- 
ceived it than when they had to sit at a 
table and eat it after it has been sitting on 
the table for ten or fifteen minutes. So, 
the mess hall deserves a pat on the back 
for the way they have so* hastily set up the 
new eating facilities and for the way they 
are serving the food to tne troops. 
I realize that some students are going to 
have a little wait in the line at certain 
times, but after everything gets more or- 
ganized things should run along quicker 
and smoother. Until then, the students 
will have to put up with these few incon- 
veniences and make \he best of it. 
SCCPA CONVENTION THIS WEEK-END 
Eiglrf members of the Tiger staff will at- 
tend the convention of the South Carolina 
Collegiate Press Association to be held this 
week-end at Limestone College in Gaffney. 
A convention is held each year to enable 
staff members of the college newspapers 
of the state to share ideas with each other, 
and to discuss common problems of cam- 
pus papers. Trophies are presented during 
the convention to the winners for the best 
papers and magazines and individual win- 
ners for articles written. 
THAT'S ALL 
The Easter vacation is now over and be- 
lieve you me,\vacations are all over until 
the end of school. There are about five 
weeks of. school left and then there will be 
plenty of time for vacation—if you happen 
to be one of the lucky ones that won't have 
to work. At any rate, it is now time to 
study, so you had better get to it. Exami- 
nations have a funny way of slipping up 
on people that aren't ready for them. 
THE NEW LOOK 
I took time out today (Tues., 22) to look 
over the new mess hall. They have quite 
a neat little set-up over there. The sub&s- 
tance department borrowed several refrig- 
eration trucks from the Army which they 
use for storage. They have also received 
some of the new equipment that they will 
have in the new mess hall when it is com- 
pleted, such as several kinds of completely 
electric ovens for baking and ice makers. 
In just looking over the system for a few 
minutes I'd say they have a pretty elaborate 
system installed in the field house. (You'd 
never know that it was once a sports gym- 
nasium.) 
SAD NEWS 
The following is a DEAR JOHN letter. 
I thought some of you might enjoy reading 
one. It sure has spunk. (I am printing 
this for the benefit of those who are for- 
tunate enough to have never received one.) 
Dear John, 
Your letter came Sat. morning and of 
course it was impossible to write you and it 
was also impossible to call since I had no 
idea where you would he at that hour of 
the day. 
I haven't written you in the last two 
weeks because that it is that I have been 
doing some thinking on the side, trying to 
figure out just where it is that we stand. 
You've probably realized by this time that 
the feeling is all gone that I had for you. It 
mostly started leaving this past summer 
when you were drunk all the time.    (I hate 
By Alan Cannon 
drunks) It seems that both of us were 
clinging to a thread that was spun a long 
time ago and is now quite worn. In other 
words you don't rate t6o high in my books 
of verses any more. 
As you know I met that cool cat called 
Bud last summer and since that time I have 
developed a real skip in my heart for that 
kid. The way I see things is that it would 
be useless as well as unfair for us to go on 
seeing each other. In fact, I can't stand 
the sight of you. 
I have your ring and several other in- 
significant things that belong to you. II 
you'll put me in the know I'll mail them 
right away. I have no desire to have th« 
stinking things in the house any more\ 
I hope that the above doesn't upset you 
too much for I've tried to do the right thing. 
Please don't get made at me. I hope that 
in spite of this little masterpiece, we can 
still be good friends at fifty paces. 
/ stay as cool, luscious and grovey 
always as you are now, 
sans love 
"annebelle 
The above letter is a figment of my imag- 
ination. Similarity to any letter living or 
dead is purely coincidental.- 
IN HONOR     * 
When the Assistant Secretary of the 
Army visited our campus during the mili- 
tary bell week-end, Company D of the 
fourth battalion was his guard of honor. 
Will Parham, company commander of D 
company, received a letter of congratula- 
tions from Mr. Milton complimenting he 
and his company for a splendid perform- 
ance. 
I quote from the letter: "The alertness 
of the personnel, deae. note of the band, 
and snappy cadence were heartwarming 
and indicative of a healthy morale." 
I think that the entire cadet corps should 
be proud of the performance given by Com- 
pany D and the band. 
nite scouts 
\mm Disc-o-Pation 
"We all shall have music (on 
tapes) wherever we go," so saith 
the "Billboard" newspaper. The 
use of background music in pub- 
lic places is expected to undergo 
a prolific expansion in 1954 as a 
result of the newly developed 
long-playing magnetic tape equip- 
ment. Background music on tape 
has been employed for quite 
some time by various business es- 
tablishments such as restaurants, 
but is expected to infiltrate into 
the banks, doctors' offices, barber 
shops, beauty parlors and even 
into the grocery stores. 
At least five major firms, 
equipped with single tape units 
capable of playing continuously 
from eight to sixteen hours with- 
out adjustment, are at present 
planning large-scale drives. These 
drives will be concentrated on 
bringing taped music into estab- 
lishments that heretofore were out 
of reach of the former background 
music services. As far 6s the 
content of the tapes is concerned, 
the background music in demand 
must be bland nad it must be free 
of Vocals. 
The juke box industry is eyeing 
this thing of taped music with 
keen interest as are the disceries. 
Juke box operators realize that 
taped music cannot be too com- 
petitive to them because the pub- 
lic still likes to pick out their 
own tunes occasionally. Even at 
that though, this cbuld prove to 
be a new line for the juke opera- 
tors as well as for the disc man- 
ufacturers. 
The   sales  gimmick  of  selling 
By Bill Caughman 
platters at newsstands is still in 
operation by Pbpuiar Science 
Magazine in test locations. At 
the present, Mercury's Patti Page 
recording of Cross Over the 
Bridge is on sale with the R. C. 
A. Victor Tony Martin recording 
of Here scheduled to go on sale 
sometime during May. The re- 
sults of the first month's test with 
the Perry Como platter Wanted 
will not be available for at least 
anbther 30 days however, if the 
tests prove successful in their 
present location, the newsstand 
sales of hit platters will no doubt 
extend down around these parts. 
It shouldn't be too long before 
The Four Knights' latest record- 
ing was kinda' extending down 
this way, too. No, I'm talking 
about a recording cut after their 
hit I Get So Lonely. This one is 
hot off the press with the nick- 
name of The Wah-Wah Song but 
formally entitled I Was Meant 
For You. It's a great recording, 
especially with the orchestral 
backing being offered by Ray An- 
thony's  Billy  May  Orchestra. 
Speak (if you want to call it 
that) of Mr. Ray Anthony, he 
sure doesn't let any grass grow 
under his feet in the musical 
world. At the present, I'm re- 
ferring to his recordings, which 
are already timely and tops. More 
specifically, I'm referring to his 
most recent and very probably 
his best recording which bears 
the tag of Dance, My Heart. It's 
an old Yiddish theme dressed in 
ft modern suit of clothes,  so  to 
speak. Anthony does an excel- 
lent job of the tune with his 
trumpet, with the added help of 
his choir. On the bottom side of 
the record we find the same com- 
bination of musicians doing an 
Italian song, Santa Lucia, which 
is done equally as well, Roth 
sides are tops. 
A little fellow, eleven years old 
to be exact, by the name of 
Frankie Avalon is making quite a 
few of the older musicians take 
a second listen. Give a listen to 
this lad's rendition of Trumpet 
Sorrento on R. C. A.'s Label "X" 
platter and you'll see what I 
mean. This younger generation! 
For some rare sounds, try the 
Sauter-Finegan O r c h e s t ra. On 
their latest recording, The Thun- 
dibeak, the sounds are rare 
enough to cause John Philip Sou- 
sa to turn over a few times. This 
tune is a clever re-work of the 
late bandleader's march, The 
Thunderer, and is very clever in- 
deed. The arrangement of this 
one gives the orchestra a good 
chance to show off its versatility. 
If you haven't, then you should 
hear Kay Starr sing The Man Up- 
stairs, that is. It's her top effort 
in quite a while and is very much 
of the same style that she sang 
Side by Side in. Kay takes off in 
the second chorus of this one 
singing with and against herself 
with the aid of multiple record- 
ings. The tune is of the spiritual 
type, but if it doesn't start your 
foot patting, you must be a robot 
or a mechanical man. 
College N.E.1V.S. 
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AS IS WELL KNOWN 
The Moscow radio has exhorted 
Soviet youth to make sure that 
the first man to reach the moon 
is a Russian. 
The voice on the Soviet radio 
was that of A. Obruchev, Russian 
scientist, and his message was 
that "the plantary system awaits 
a Soviet Columbus." 
This is very interesting, but it 
may get Obruchev into trouble 
With his government. As is Well 
known, Columbus was not the 
first man to discover America. 
As is well known, this Russian 
not only discovered America; he 
was also the first to explore the 
Great Lakes and the Grand Can- 
yon, and to discover the Pacific 
Ocean. 
This he did by an overland 
journey from the Atlantic, since 
the Panama Canal, later built by 
Russian engineers, was not then 
in existence. 
On his voyage he carried with 
him blue-prints for the construc- 
tion of the Eli Whitney cotton 
gin, the McCormick reaper and 
Fulton steamboat. As Is well 
known,   these   blue-prints were 
By John Snoddy 
stolen  later  by  capitalistic war- 
mongers. 
It the first man to get-^o the 
moon is not a Soviet citizen, a 
historical injustice will be com- 
mitted. As is well known, there 
•was no moon until the Soviets 
discovered it. 
NEW. YORK TIMES 
The Miami Hurricane 
MSC UNIT IS SUPERIOR 
"We found the Memphis State's 
ROTC unit in excellent condi- 
tion," stated Col. Lewis H. Ken- 
singer, head of the Air Force re- 
viewing team, during the recent 
annual federal inspection. 
Memphis State was awarded a 
"satisfactory" rating (this and 
"unsatisfactory" were the only 
listings given.) However, the in- 
spection group commented that of 
seven colleges reviewed thus far, 
the MC wing was, perhaps, most 
superior. 
"We found the unit in excellent 
condition," remarked Col. Kin- 
singer. "And we were especially 
impressed with the morale and 
"esprit-de-corps" of the cadets 
and with the fine support given 
the unit by President J. M. Smith 
and the entire staff at Memphis 
State," he added. 
"The inspectors were very well 
pleased with all phases oLthe pa- 
rade and the performance of the 
band, in particular," commented 
Cadet Col. Oscar Thomal, wing 
commander of the MSC unit. 
"The review was certainly one 
of the best this college has ever 
presented,"  he  concluded. 
The Tiger Rag 
THE END OF NAVY AND 
WHITE  AT   WINTHROP? 
There seems to be a great deal 
of discussion at Winthrop about 
the young ladies wearing those 
traditional navy blue and white 
uniforms. Maybe it's the spring 
fever or something, but they seem 
to have a bad case of uniform 
fever. 
The big argument against the 
uniforms is that they are not 
democratic; less recognized by 
other schools; more expensive 
over-all; a bad psychological ef- 
fect; and that they are not learn- 
ing to mix clothes as is natural 
for all young girls should do. 
The Johnsonian 
A Word To The Wise 
By Jerry Hammett, Cadet Chaplain 
When pride cdmeth, then cometh shame; 
but with the lowly is wisdom.   Prov. 11:22. 
Whosoever shall humble himself as this 
little child, the same is the greatest in the 
kingdom of heaven.   Matt. 18:4. 
Whosoever shall exalt himself shall be 
abased; and he that shall humble himself 
shall be exalted.   Matt. 23:12. , 
I've written a good many articles this 
year that were only good to throw in the 
trash can, but I believe there is a message 
in this one for everyone . . . 
Last week when the P. A. system wasn't 
working, I realized how sorry a job I have 
done this year. When Dave Morris gave 
the "oral first rest" all I heard was the mad 
scramble for the chow, but it did me good 
to see a few heads bowed. I know that we 
have all read or heard that "a picture is 
worth ten thousand words" and I wish that 
you could have seen the scene, as it was a 
masterpiece. Too often we are too rushed 
to realize our many blessings, and most of 
us who is the Devine giver. 
Many of us can recall seeing a cover on 
one of the leading magazines of an old lady 
and two children bowing their heads to 
their God for the blessing of anothlf day. 
I hope that we can become as children and 
smart as college men in order that we might 
remember to return thanks for our many 
blessings. 
The habit we forrr^may either be bad or 
good, but let's make it a habit to bow our 
heads and give thanks where thanks are 
due. 
I've heard some beautiful family prayers 
given by cadets from time to time, and if 
you will, when you sit down, ask the men 
present if they care if you return thanks. 
You know what they will say and they will 
be glad to know that someone cared enough 
to ask the blessing. 
You may think that I am taking too much 
for granted, but I believe that I know Clem- 
son men. This is^ just one of the many 
times that you will have tine opportunity to 
stand up for your God, and praise His Holy 
Name. 
"Be strong in the Lord, and know tha1 
he is God." Think about this, men, anci 
let's see if we can apply it in our everyday 
life. 
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Spencer, N. C; Herbert Rucker 
Corbitt, St. Matthews; Robert 
Floyd Mixon*, Clemson; Vascoe 
Whatley, Jr.*, Allendale; Charles 
Elliott White*, Wagner; James 
Edward Gause, Piedmont; Derrel 
Chester Martin, Jr., Travelers 
Rest; Philip Raymond Nickles, 
Hodges; James Gary Gray*, Ware 
Shoals; Herbert Nathaniel Pad- 
get*, Saluda; James Thomas Mc- 
Carter*, Taylors; and George 
Rose Morgan, Jr.*, Greenville. 
High honors, junior class— 
James Kermit Henderson*, Clem- 
son; John Martin Bailey, Jr., Sen- 
eca; Andrell Knox Helms, Wax- 
haw, N. C; David Raymond Gen- 
try, Easley; William Donald Ash- 
craft, Florence; Henry Raynolds 
Coleman*, Columbia; Robert 
Lynn Wyatt*, Florence; William 
T. Jefferies, Burlington, N. C; 
Joseph Hyde Easley, Jr.*, R6ck 
Hill; Robert Eaton Hunter*, 
Clemson; Thomas C. Drew, Jr., 
Gaffney; Maxie Carlton Collins, 
III; Ridgeway; Joseph Dennis 
Hayes, Jr., Latta; Melvin Eugene 
Barnette*, Pendleton; Robert Jef- 
ferson Lowery*, Lancaster; John 
Clellan Thome*, Chesnee; Thom- 
as Woodward Bookhart*, Kings- 
tree; Harry Carroll*, Anderson; 
and Joe Franklin Mattison*, Bel- 
ton. 
High honors, sophomore class— 
John Baecher Butt*, Greensboro, 
N. C; William Plexico HooJ, Jr.*, 
Hickory Grove; James Frank 
Humphries, Jr.*, Columbia; Wil- 
liam Aull Leitner*, Clemson; 
William Lawrence Orr, Jr.*, Hen- 
derson ville, N. C; Barton Duvall 
Pattte, Jr.*, London, England; El- 
bridge Juette Wright, Jr.*, Bel- 
ton; George Elliott Towruend, Jr., 
Rock Hill; John Morris Black- 
mon, Jr., Rock Hill; Marshall 
Lewis Campbell, Belton; Charles 
Hamilton Burnette, Greenville; 
Charles Irvine Sanders, Ninety 
Six; Morgan Irvin Frfilick, Jr., 
Bamberg; Charles Edward Miller, 
Jr., Salters; Henry Richard 
Kuemmerer, Walhalla; Richard 
Furman Elliott, Jr., Rimini; 
Thurston Joe Shirley, Jr., Sene" 
ea; Ronald Lee Childress, New 
Orleans, La.; Jesse Marvin Ceg- 
gins,. Jr., Spartanburg; Fred Bur- 
lesOn McNatt*, Clemson; Alfred 
Haynsworth Pitts, Jr.*, Fort Mot- 
te; William Lane Alford!, Walter- 
boro; Harold Bruce Howard*, 
Taylors; William Sheppard Bobo, 
Jr., Williamston; William Ber- 
nard Rawl, Spartanburg; Charles 
Victor Brown*, A'sheville, N. C; 
and Billy Passinos*, Greer. 
High honors, freshman class— 
Herbert Lee Gibson, Jr.*, Bre- 
vard, N. C; Wistar Gustave 
Metz*, Clemson; Rufus Sadler 
Hill, Jr., Anderson; John Epper- 
son Bregger, Clemson; John 
Henry Turner, Jr., Marlon; James 
Lewis Cromer, Camden; John 
DaVil KogefS, Jr., Easley; James 
Conrad Stevenson, Clemson; 
James Hoyt Jones, Jr., Anderson; 
William Bailey Bennett*, Ander- 
son; Ad Newton Stall, Jr.*, 
Greenville; George Ralph Bar- 
nes*, Camden; Jerry Dean Owen*, 
Norris; George Hancock Nutt, 
Clemson; Kenneth Gary Jordan, 
Anderson; Robert Sidney Park- 
er*, Spartanburg; " Melvin Ken- 
drick Richardson*, Gastonia, N. 
C; William Ray Wactof*, Or- 
angeburg; Theodore Charles 
Alexander*, Anderson; Charles 
Ray Blackston*, Piedmont; Billy 
Carson B 1 a k e n e y, Pageland; 
Charles Wade Funderburk, Lan- 
caster; Joseph Edward Shaw, 
Florence; Samuel Chester Gam- 
brell, Jr.*, Owings; James Earle 
Barton*, Taylors; and Daniel Dix- 
on Lee, Jr.*, Dillon. 
Honors, postgraduates — Theo- 
dore Branch ftheney, Spartan- 
burg; James McKenzie Alexan- 
der, Clemson; David Grier Shfer- 
er, Columbia; Marion Hugh An- 
derson, Greenville; and Russell 
Carlton   Ashmore,   Greenville. 
Honors, senior class—Fred Gar- 
rison Best*, Galivants Ferry; 
Marvin Reu Reese, Jr.*, Greer; 
Clarence Kenneth Palmer, Sen- 
eca; Carol Nelson Debson*, Brun- 
son; T h 0 m a t Max Mintz*, 
Blacksburg; Ronald Morris North, 
Stockton, Ga.; Wilson Kibler Kai- 
ser*, Lexington; Vernon Dentz- 
ler Moorer*, Washington, D. C; 
Robert Joe Queen*, Canton, N. C; 
James Austin King, Jr., Florence; 
Larry Gene Berner, Miami, Fla.; 
Carlos Franklin Abercrombie, 
Taylors; Robert Preston Clark*, 
St. George; Charles Newton Er- 
win, Jr.*. Brevard, N. C: John 
Paul McMillan, Mullins; Hulic 
Boney Ratterree. Rock Hill; Ralph 
Eugene Avin*, Manning; Edward 
Stewart Blume, Jr.*, Columbia; 
Steve Campbell Griffith, Jr.*, 
NeWberry; John Alexander Sal- 
ters, Jr*, Trio; James Parkerson 
Bailes, Jr., Union; George Ralph 
Gfiffin*, Leesville; Lonnie Harper 
LittlejOhn*, Spartanburg; Roland 
Albert Scott*, Biddeford, Maine; 
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John Robert Carlisle, Calhoun 
Falls; Broadus Marion Smith, Jr., 
Trenton; Paul Samuel LeRoy, 
Troy; Robert Kenneth Austin*, 
Washington, D. C; Wilbur Eu- 
gene Seigler*, Wagener; William 
Robert Craig, Pickens; William 
Edgar Byrd, Society Hill; Ross 
Arden Jameson, Liberty; Roy 
William Smith, Cowpens; William 
Dendy England, Westminster; 
Fred Hubert Garner*, Union; 
Donald Oscar Kay*, Chesnee; 
Henry Burton Senn*, Inman; Carl 
Barnes Bishop*, Bamberg; Joseph 
Elmo Coggins*; Inman; Horace 
Leslie Miller*, Campobello; Wil- 
liam Lloyd Adams*, Cottageville; 
Owen Watson Barker*, Allendale; 
Roy Poole Byafs*, Gaffney; Joe- 
Ben McGill*, Anderson; Hugh 
Eugene McCoy, Jr., Bishopville; 
J. C. Hicks, Apopka, Fla.; Mar- 
shall Bruce Bridgeman*, Belton; 
Vernon Lester Coward*. Calhoun 
Falls; Ralph Anthony Gallucci*, 
West New York. N. J.; Carl Fran- 
cis Martin*, Elloree; Gene Aus- 
tin Norris*, Conway; Wiley Cleo 
Mangrum, Franklin, Tenn.; Wil- 
liam Dantzler Barton*, Aiken; 
David Arthur Clyburn, Jr.*, 
Charleston; Dimitreel Pontisa- 
kos*, Long Island City, N. Y.; 
John Barr Poison, Hartsville; 
Wallis Shufeldt Goodman*, Clem- 
son; Harold Jackson Grainger*, 
Tabor City, N. C; Robert Bert- 
ram Dupree, Jr.*, Wellford; Jack- 
son Edward Greene*. Greenville; 
John Lewis Heyer*, Butler, Pa.; 
James Grover Flanagan*, Clover; 
Lucian Norwood Norton, Jr.*, 
Nichols; Carl Stanley Bates, 
Moncks Corner; James Rudy Ab- 
ney, Greenville; Thomas Fillmore 
Kennette*, Wellford; Norman Ed- 
ward Mu.esham*, New York, N. 
Y.; Everett Francis James*, Hing- 
ham, Mass.; Archie Douglas 
Owens*, Greer; Eugene Simpson 
Todd*, Charlotte, N. C; Frederick 
Anthony Nimmer, Jr., Ridgeland; 
Thomas Bernard Bradley*, New- 
berry; Theodore Alexander 
Butts*, Port Norris, N. J.; Her- 
man Dupree Coker*, Kingstree; 
Jerol Kenneth Coleman*, Colum- 
bia; Frank Edward Condon, Jr.*, 
Charleston; Harold LeRoy Dantz- 
ler, Jr.*, Moncks Corner; Edgar 
Walton Jones*, Murrells Inlet; 
Claure Lee Mullwee*, Spartan- 
burg; Willoughby Burley Shedd*, 
Monticello; Robert Irvin Spake*, 
Shelby. N. C; Thomas Marion 
Vassey*, Gaffney. 
Honors, junior class — Henry 
Brooks Erwin, Jr., Abbeville; 
Gene Cameron Wilkes, Clinton; 
James Kirby Willis, Clio; John 
Carroll Cox, Greenville; Walter 
Hazel Hendrix, Heath Springs; 
Robert William Gravlee, DeLand, 
Fla.; James Aubrey Murphy*, 
Starr; Thelbert Rudolph Suggs*, 
Loris; James Neel Calhoun*, 
Ninety Six; Claude Albert Graves, 
Jr* Due West; Richard Anthony 
Whitten*, Macon, Ga.; Ben Robert 
Fox, Inman; Maung Maung Aye, 
Maubin, Burma; Robert Edward 
Bradford, Roselle, N. J.; Clyde 
Ezra Poovey, Jr., Hickory, N. C; 
Joseph Bruno Gentile, Brooklyn, 
N. Y.; Rupert Adrian Godshall, 
Jr.*, Columbia; Thomas Walter 
Jenkins*, Avondale, N. C; Harry 
Leon King, Charleston; John Wal- 
ter Harrison, Sumter; Bernard 
Carroll Smith*, Cottover, N. C; 
Judge Ruben Thornton*, Green- 
ville; John Connor Leutwyler, 
Savannah, Ga,; Bryan Legare 
Walpole, Jr., Johns Island; Niles 
Craig Clark, Jr., Waterloo; Wal- 
ter Richard Coker*, Laurens; 
William Oscar Stone, Jr.*, New- 
berry; William Carol Cook, Wood- 
ruff; Samuel David Shearer, Jr.*, 
Anderson; Chauncey Depew 
Smith, Jr.*, Spartanburg; Wil- 
liam Kay Turner*, Columbia; 
Fred Harold Hope, North Augus- 
ta; Raymond Neill Campbell*, 
Greenville; Bobby Julian Daniel*. 
Oxford, N. C; Clyde Albert 
Glenn, Jr.*, Anderson; Ray 
Hampton Fowler*, Spartanburg; 
William Franklin Harper*, York; 
Whitten East Little*, Myrtle 
Beach; Dale Lester Collins*, Mul- 










"SHOPS FOR MEN" 
Clemson     —     Greenville 
that Wayne   (Puny)  Reed hadj 
better go back to Carolina.    He 
(Oscar) says the troops are tired 
of him    staggering    around the 
campus. 
—OSCAR   SAY8- 
that he (Oscar) heard Carroll 
(the story of three buttons) Smith 
caught it at Winthrop. Try again, 
captain. 
OSCA"   SAYS 
that Jess (Colonel, I hope) 
White  wants everybody to know 
that he r  , -v" mi's regi- 
mental staff for awhile. 
OSi A«   S»iS 
that "Tilley" Martin is dying to 
make this column. Live, Punk. 
-OSCAR   SAYS- 
he (Oscar) can't understand 
how B. C. (Pretty Boy) Inabinet 
can be so big and have so little 
brains. 
—OSCAR  SAYS- 
that Jim (H. B. the HI) Tru- 
luck is as bad as the other hell- 
bents. He (Oscar) hopes you get 
rank, too. 
-OSCAR   SAYS-- 
that Joe  (the gangster)  Paglei 
wants all other bookies to know 
he's working this section—no steer 
clear. 
—OSCAR 6AYS— 
that Enormous Enormous An- 
drishok wants everybody to know 
he's back on the campus. He 
(Oscar) says you didn't have to 
tell us—we could hear you. 
that he (Oscar) agrees, that 
Tom   (Possum's  brother)   Griffin 
should try to improve his looks. 
You flopped, Blondie, but please 
keep trying. 
03CAR  SAYS— 
that   Bob    (Chicken)    Tinsley 
thinks he's great, but you're just 
another ordinary commander. 
—OSCA-   SAY8- 
that he (Oscar) hopes all you 
enjoyed the holidays because 
there will be no more this se- 
mester. 
Gaffney; James David Martin*, 
Lyman; Kenneth Paul Winches- 
ter*, Six Mile; Clarence West- 
moreland Davis*, Abbeville; Da- 
vid Allen Inabinet*, St. Mtehews; 
Olin Durham Blackwell*, Inman; 
Remo Emerson Cribb*, Florence; 
Cecil Bryan Jordan*, St. George; 
William Addison Key*, Columbia; 
Cecil Eugene Kirby*, Sumter; 
James Hubert Moore*, Toccoa, 
Ga.? David Morris*, Shelby, N. 
C; Augustus Louis Ott, III*, Co- 
lumbia; Jesse Alexander White, 
Jr.*, Greensboro, N. C; and Wil- 
liam Edward Morthy*, Chester. 
Honors, sophomore class — Al- 
fred Howard Hudson, Bluff ton; 
Marion Carlisle McGarity, Jr., 
Spartanburg; Thomas Edward 
Boyce*, Joanna; Ray Mears Buck, 
Jr.*, Mt. Pleasant; William Eu- 
gene Mahon*', Greenville; Bernard 
Lamar Bishop*, Union; Allan 
Francis Mason*, Greenville; Ed- 
ward Douglas Guy, Jr., Abbeville; 
Bobby Ralph Clement, Anderson; 
John Wendell Sample, Jr., Ridge 
Spring; Donald Bertran Anthony, 
Travelers Rest; Thomas Edwin 
Cunningham, Greenville; Watt 
Elias Smith, II*, Rowesville; John 
Morgan Springs, Jr.* Cameron; 
Bobby Allen Painter, Arcadia; 
James Lester Galbraith, Green- 
ville; John David Stanley, Clem- 
son; Clyde Eugene Woodall, Ma- 
rietta; Ivy Duane Alewine, An- 
derson; Bobby Joe Arnold*, Lau- 
rens; William Theodore Chambers, 
Jr.*, Toccoa, Ga.; John Dudley 
Hicks, Jr.*, Effingham; Richard 
Herbert Long*1, Union; Lloyd Cal- 
vin Ross*, Charlotte, N. C; Billy 
Edwin Hodgin*, Columbia; Rob- 
ert Joe Tisdale* High Shoals, N. 
C; John George Kern, Jr.*, Con-' 
gers, N. Y.; James Laurens Petti- 
grew*, Starr; James Lee Strom*, 
Charleston; Wilii&m Dogan Wil- 
son, Camden; Theodore Garmon 
Westmoreland, Clover; Robert 
Franklin Burnett*1, Greenwood; 
Joseph Franklin Edwards*, Salu- 
da; Andrew McConnell Faucette, 
Jr,*, Columbia; Mack Gerald 
Fleming*, Anderson; Jonas Keith 
Fowler*", Easley; LlOyd Adrian 
Payne*, Sahdersville, Ga.; Lu- 
ther Licurtis Sheridan, Jr.*, An- 
derson; Bobby Lewis Tarleton*, 
Rock Hill; and William Nash Was- 
son*   Laurens. 
Honors, freshman class — An- 
drew Pickens Collins*, Chester; 
Joseph Wallace Little, Jr.*, Myr- 
tle Beach; Basil Manley McGirt*, 
Columbia; Paul Amberg Hagen, 
Jr., Charleston; John Richard 
Gause, Myrtle Beach; Edward 
Lindsay Shuford, III*', Arden, N. 
C; Hal Dillard Stribling*. Clem- 
son; Chalmers McNair Butler*, 
Hartsville; John Brawner Duffle*, 
Sumter; James Teddie Ligon*", 
Easley; Kent McCord Monroe*, 
Erwin, Tenn.; Benjamin Thomas 
McDaniel, Pickens; James Bank- 
ston Caughman, Jr., Columbia; 
Frederick William Morris, De- 
troit, Mich.; Edward Leon Gra- 
ham, Jr., Kingstree; Clifton Dil- 
lard Alexander, Six Mile; Ho- 
mer Buford Goff, Jr.*, Columbia; 
Jimmy Alexander Richardson*, 
Lancaster; William James Toth, 
Canonsburg, Pa.; Eugene Waite 
Dyers* Greenville; Douglas Ed- 
ward Duffies*, Roselle Park, N. 
J.; Septimus Augustus Harvin, 
Jr.*, Sumter; Charles Michael Je- 
rome Jenness*, Greenville; Hans- 
ford Tillman Johnson*", Aiken; 
Louis Joseph LaMarche, Jr.*, Na- 
val Base; Joseph Sirrine Taylor*, 
Arlington, Va.; Raymond Harold 
Cleveland, Seneca; Frank ErWln 
Gabrels, Savannah, Ga.; William 
Claude Thomas, Edgemoor; Willie 
E. Alford, Anderson; Thomas 
Alfred Evans, Kenmore, N. Y.; 
Albert Theodore Henson*, Co- 
lumbia; Richard Smyth Lee*, 
Sumte*; James Arthur Miller*, 
Medway, Ohio; J. Robert Trim' 
mier*, Bedford, Pa.; William 
Edgar Walker, Jr., Rock Hill; 
Sherwood Maner Miller, An- 
drews; Louis Ernest Shenman4, 
Staten Island, N. Y.; Sidney Wil- 
bur Stubbg, Jr.* Sumter; Carol 
Eugene Brown, Kingstree; Way- 
land Henry Riggins, Greenville; 
Ray Franklin Banister, Anderson; 
Edward Milton Eurey, Estill; Jack 
William Pruitt, Due West; Wil- 
liam Perry DuBose, Jr.*, Dar- 
lington; Robert Bavies Gen-en*, 
AsheVille, N. C; Joseph Michael 
Jones*, Edwardsburg, Mich.; Al- 
vin Charles Moore*', Anderson; 
Randolph Johnson Stewart*, 
North; Preston Wade Stokes;, 
Charleston; and Thomas Clifton 
Watson*, Greer. • 
Moscow University; A Skyscraper Showpiece 
By Dean Schoelkopf 
Editor, Minnesota Daily 
(Editor's Note: This is the third 
in a series of six articles by Dean 
Schoelkopf, editor of the Univer- 
sity of Minnesota Daily and one 
of seven American college editort 
just returned from a three-week 
tour of the Soviet Union. (ACP). 
Moscow University is the shiny 
new showpiece of the Societ edu- 
cational system. 
The 32-story skyscraper, situat- 
ed on Lenin hills just outside the 
city, was opened last fall. It was 
built at a time when apartments 
and other new buildings were 
needed badly. 
Facilities at the university  are 
generally good.    Laboratories are 
streamlined  and well equipped. 
Classrooms and lecture    halls 
seemed  adequate.    The  library 
had  individual  study  desks — 
and a good supply of American 
technical journals. 
Attached to the classroom sec- 
tion of the building are two 18- 
story wings, which provide dor- 
mitory space for    6,000 students. 
We visited some of the rooms-and 
found them comparable to Amer- 
ican college dormitory rooms. 
Moscow University has the same 
enrollment as the University of 
Minnesota—about 18,000 students. 
At Moscow 52 per cent of the 
students are women, while at 
Minnesota about 30 per cent of 
the students are coeds. 
There are 12 faculties or    de- 
partments at Moscow University— 
mostly in the sciences.   At Min- 
nesota there are Si  departments 
in the liberal arts college alone. 
AH  courses  at    Moscow  run 
for five years,   with an addi- 
tional three years required for 
the first graduate degree.    The 
Soviet student, though, begins 
college with only ten years of 
previous    schooling:,    compared 
with 12    years In the   United 
States. 
Entrance to colleges and uni- 
versities is based on standards 
Similar to, those at American 
Schools — previous grades and 
competitive examinations. Once 
admitted to college,, almost all 
Russian Students go on complete 
scholarships. 
Students told us they get 
monthly stipends ranging from 
300 to 700 rubles ($75 to $175.) 
This covers the cost of their tui- 
tion, Which is about 400 rubles a 
year, plus room, board, books and 
gives them s&ftie pending money. 
There is a 25 per cent bonus 
available to Students who main- 
tain good and excellent marki, 
roughly equivalent to an A Or a 
E average. Upperclassmen get 
bigger scholarships tha'n under- 
classmen. 
Russian students were curious 
about the American system of 
scholarships and often asked if 
it is possible for children of 
American farmers and1 workers 
to go to college. Frequently we 
were asked about our own class 
background. 
In return for their scholarships, 
Soviet college graduates must 
serve for three years at whatever 
job the government assigns them. 
When we asked students whether 
they had any choice of jobs, they 
said yes, but that no two people 
ever compete for the same job. 
Russian students are deferred 
from military service while they 
are in school, and apparently even 
after they graduate. They told 
us the government considers them 
more valuable as scientists and 
engineers than as soldiers. There 
is some military training in the 
colleges, similar to our Reserve 
Officers^ Training corps (ROTC). 
We were told graduates of this 
program get commissions but are 
not called to active duty. 
We visited three other colleges 
besides Moscow—Stalin Univer- 
sity, Azerbaijan Industrial College 
at Beku, and the Odessa Institute 
of Technology. 
At each of these places we 
found the same heavy emphasis 
on science and engineering cour- 
ses. "Here we stress practical 
work," the president of Stalin 
University told us. "Students are 
training for particular, jobs. Ev 
ery summer they go to all parts 
of the Soviet Union for laboratory 
and field work." 
About the only people who 
major in areas like the social 
sciences and humanities are 
those who expect to become 
teachers. 
This emphasis on research goes 
back into the high schools, too. 
The Russians call them middle 
schools. A student in his tenth 
year of middle school—equivalent 
to our high school senior—takes 
almost all science courses. 
A Kiev middle school principal 
told us the compulsory course 
consists of algebra, geometry, tri- 
gonometry, chemistry, physics, 
psychology, astronomy, logic, a 
choice of foreign language, physi- 
cal culture, history, Russian and 
Ukranian. It was this same prin- 
cipal who told us although educa- 
tion is compulsory for ten years 
in the larger cities, it is hot free 
for the last three years. Tuition 
in Kiev was 240 rubles ($50) a 
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ships for students in these grades. 
We asked about illiteracy in 
Russia and were told, "There is 
no illiteracy." Then we were 
asked about illiteracy in the 
United States, especially in the 
South. 
The major problem for the So- 
viet educators seemed the same 
wherever we went—not enough 
space for a growing student pop- 
ulation. That is, everywhere but 
Moscow University. Everybody 
there was more than happy with 
their shiny new school. 
BSU Executive 
Council Elected 
During the recent Baptist Stu- 
dent Union Retreat at Rock Hill, 
the state BSU Executive Council 
for next year was elected. Two 
Clemson students were elected to 
the Council. 
Named Social Vice-president 
was George Buck, Architect ju- 
nior of Columbia. George was 
recently elected president of the 
local BSU program for the coming 
year. Wayne Davis, Arts and 
Sciences junior of Libejfty, was 
named Christian Actions Chair- 




Thirteen scholarships will be 
awarded by the Sears-Roebuck 
Foundation • to freshmen who spe- 
cialize in vocational agricultural 
education at Clemson next fall. 
According to Dr. J. M. Stepp, 
chairman of the committee, the 
scholarships are to be awarded on 
the basis of a competitive exami- 
nation. 
The applicants must be in tee 
upper third of their class in high 
school, must be native South 
Carolinians, and must have had 
farm experience. An effort is be- 
ing made^ to hold the examinations 
in each county seat on Saturday 
morning, May 1. 
Requests' for further informa- 
tion should be sent to Dr. J. M 
Stepp, Agricultural Economics De- 
partment, Clemson, S. C. 
on the local council next year 
Bruce Parrish, who transferred 
from Clemson to U. S. C. las( 
year, was elected Publicity Chair* 
man. 
Buy From HOKE SLOAN and Go First Class ■ 
We handle the Best Jantzen Tee Shirts, Palm 
Beach Slacks, and Crosby Square Shoes. 
BILL MARTIN HEATING CO. 
Heating and Air Conditioning 
408 N. MAIN STREET ANDERSON, S. C. 
TURNER'S SERVICE STATION 
Gulfpride Motor Oil — — — — -^- — — — — Washing 
Gulf Anti-Knock Gasoline Greasing 
LOCATED  ON   SENECA   H1GHWAX 
FOR THE BEST HAMBURGERS 
AND CHEESEBURGERS 
IN TOWN, STOP AT 
DAN'S 
OPEN 11:00 A.M. TO 12 P.M. 
Your Wings are 
your Passport 
STONE   BROTHERS 
108 NORTH MAIN STREET 
COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN 
YOUNG MEN AND STUDENTS 
GREENVILLE SOUTH CAROLINA 
NOTICE NOTICE 
February Graduates 
Order your ring now. May 15th deadline to re- 
ceive ring in first shipment for delivery in October 
L C. MARTIN DRUG CO. 
—■»—^—■»— 
HEYWARD MAHON CO. 
—Greenville-- 
QUALITY CLOTHING FOR 
YOUNG MEN 
Clemson Headquarters in Greenville wherever 
Your Air Force wings are your 
personal passport to universal re- 
spect and admiration. They're a 
sign—recognized everywhere— 
that mark you as one of America's 
finest. 
To wear them, you must win 
them ... as an Aviation Cadet. 
They come with the gold bars of 
an Air Force Lieutenant and 
earnings of over $5,000 a year! 
They come complete with the 
admiration of a grateful Nation. 
If you're single, between 19 and 
26 H, prepare to win this passport 
to success. Join the Aviation 
Cadets! For further information, 
fill out this coupon today. 
UNITED   STATES  AIR   FORCE 
CNI 
AVIATION CADET, AFPTR-P-4 
Headquarters, U.S.A.F. ' 
Washington 25, D.C. 
Please send me information on 
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Bengal Baseballers Win Eleventh Straight 
By—FRANK ANDERSON 
—IT WASN'T JUST AN EARLY SEASON SPIRT 
After the first'few games of the collegiate baseball sea- 
son, certain members of the Clemson Tiger's baseball team 
took over the lead in the majority of the Atlantic Coast 
Conference's individual departments, as well as being on 
top from the standpoint of team records. This record break- 
ing pace set by the Bengals early in the season was not an 
early season spirt, but a firm foothold for the baseballers 
to pile more records on. 
In the latest release of Atlantic Coast Conference indi- 
vidual standings (which does not take in Tuesday's game 
with Wake Forest) the individual statistics stacked up like 
this. 
Billy O'Dell, remarkable pitcher for the Country Gentle- 
men, remained the top pitcher in the Conference with a 4-0 
record. O'Dell also has the lowest earned run, average, 
0.75, and has struck out 36 men for tops in that department. 
Another Tiger, Leonard Humphries, is close behind O'Dell 
with a 3-0 record. Ben Crosland, Clemson, Ralph Adams, 
Wake Forest, Joe Morgan, North Carolina, and Duke's Hal 
Turner are deadlocked for third in the pitching race. Each 
have won two against no defeats. 
Roy Coker is leading in two departments, 23 hits and 
three triples. Jake Tarr of Duke has five doubles. Al 
Spangler of Duke leads in stolen bases with 10. Doug 
Kingsmore of the Bengals has scored 15 runs and Wyaman 
Morris has 14 runs batted in. Kingsmore and Morris are 
tied in the homeroom department. Each player has made 
the round trip four times. 
The top ten Batters in the Conference are as follows: 
NAME—SCHOOL 
Barbee, Virginia   
Tarr, Duke  
Williams, UNC   
Coker, Clemson  
Crocker, Clemson _ 
Hanulak, Maryland 
Spangler, Duke   
Mosier, UNC  
W. Morris, Clemson _ 
Kingsmore, Clemson 
Gravitte, UNC  














AB R H PCT. 
30 6 14 .467 
37 9 16 ,432 
38. 8 16 .416 
57 13 23 .404 
45 11 18 .400 
21 5 8 .381 
39 13 14 .359 
32 T 11 .343 
44 12 15 .3,33 
45 15 15 .333 
45 10 15 .333 
34 5 11 .323 
Country Gentlemen Hold Firm Grip 
On Atlantic Coast Conference Lead 
Coach Bob Smith's battling Bengal baseballers notched 
up their eleventh straight victory without a defeat last Tues- 
day afternoon against the Wake Forest Deacons, to remain 
undefeated in conference play and to strengthen their foot- 
hold among the leading collegiate baseball clubs throughout 
the nation. 
The recent victory gave the Tigs a 5-0 conference record, 
tops in the Atlantic Coast. The remaining six contests in- 
clude victories in three exhibition tilts and three wins against; 
non-conference competition. 
APRIL 7—CLEMSON 8— 
LIBERTY MILLS  2 
Giving up but four hits to the 
Liberty Lions of the    Greenville 
Textile    League,    Tiger    hurler 
Mickey Cone no.tched up the Tiger 
victory in an exhibition tilt play- 
ed at the Liberty Mill Park. 
Catcher Bobby Morris of the 
high-flying; Bengals rapped out 
a double  and two  singles    to 
grab the hitting    spotlight for 
the afternoon.   Wyman Morris 
and Roger Gaines each cracked 
' a four bagger and a single to 
finish  the  afternoon with two 
safe    blows for    three official 
times in the batters' box. 
Darrell Medlock was tops  for 
the losers  with two safeties for 
four times at bat. 
BOX SCORE R H   E 
Clemson    000 011 213-8   8 13   3 
Liberty      100 010 000-2   2   4   4 
—STRENGHTENING POWER COMING UP 
While the Clemson varsity baseballers are flying high in 
the collegiate baseball world, Coach Don Wade is busy with 
his frosh nine, giving them much needed experience, so they 
may strengthen the varsity in the next few years. The fact 
that the frosh have posted four wins against no defeats thus 
far in the season should make all Clemson men optimistic 
of the years to come. 
So far this season the frosh have notched victories at the 
expense of Honea Path High School, Spartanburg Junior 
College, Utica Mohawk Mill, and Piedmont High School. 
Six of the regular starting lineup for the. Baby Bengals are 
top football prospects for the gridiron Bengals and one ex- 
cels in basketball. 
One of the brighter stars for the freshman line is Don 
Shealy, former prep pitching ace for Chester. Having 
pitched against Honea Path, Spartanburg Junior College 
and Piedmont, Don has been accredited for all three of these 
wins. As well as playing on the mound for the Cubs, Shealy 
is a top hitter and often plays in the infield when he is not 
toeing the rubber. 
Other leading hitters for the frosh have been Dick De- 
Simone, Jim Coleman, Harry Hicks and Leon Kaltenbach. 
The frosh lineup is as follows: top pitcher, Shealy; 
catcher, DeSimone; first base, Griffith; second base, Stone; 
third base, Hicks; shortstop, Bussey; leftfield, Brown; cen- 
terfield, Coleman; right field, Kaltenbach. 
The frosh tangled with Abbeville high school yesterday 
and have three more home games this week on Thursday, 
Friday, and Saturday. 
APRIL 8: CLEMSON 5— 
FTJRMAN 2 v 
Ben Crosland, junior pitching 
ace from Greenville, pitched bril- 
liant baseball to lead his Bengal 
teammates over our next door ri- 
vals from Greenville. Crosland al- 
lowed but six safeties for the Hor- 
nets in 8 1-3 innings when Billy 
O'Dell came,in to put out a po- 
tential Furman rally. 
Barry  Crocker,  Tiger short- 
stop, was the big stick man for 
the   afternoon  as    he    rapped 
out four singles for five times 
at bat.    Roy Coker, Tiger sec- 
ond baseman, got a triple and a 
single in three times at bat. 
Buck Gay was the losing hurl- 
er for the Hornets and Sam Pou, 
Furman righjiielder, collected two 
hits for four times up to lead the 
losers. 
BOX SCORE R H   E 
Clemson     002 00   001-5    5    8   3 
Furman     020 000 000-2   2   6   1 
in their loss. Molnar started off, 
and Cooley and Frierson   saw 
action    before the    game was 
over.    Howard    Tunstall    and 
Buddy Lee   led   the Gamecock 
hitting  with each  getting  two 
for   four.   Carolina's   lone  run 
came on a second inning homer 
be Lee. 
BOX SCORE R H   E 
Clemson   011 201 320-10    10 13 2 
S.  Car.      010 000 000 1      16 3 
5— APRIL 15: CLEMSON 
WAKE FOREST 3 
The Clemson Tigers held firmly 
to their Atlantic Coast Conference 
lead with a 5-3 victory over the 
Wake Forest Deacons at Wake 
Forest last Thursday. This was 
the Bengals fourth Conference 
victory against no defeats. 
Leonard Humphries, sensa- 
tional soph hurler, was accred- 
ited with the win, in giving up 
five hits in seven innings. Bil- 
ly O'Dell came in on a relief 
role in the eighth to finish out 
the game. 
Wyman Morris with two for 
four and Roy Coker posting two 
hits for five times up were lead- 
ing hitters for the Tigs. Doug 
Kingsmore's one hit came on a 
homeroom, his fourth of the sea- 
son. 
Lefty Davis of Wake Forest 
basketball fame, went all nine in- 
nings  in the losing effort.   Lin- 
Clemson  000 100 140-5 
Wake Forest  • 000 010 020-3 
Golfers Top Wofford 
Citadel; Lose To 
Maryland, Georgia 
Clemson's golf team, in compil- 
ing a current 4T4 season record, 
has had limited success against 
out-of-state opponents; but, they 
ha^e yet to lose to a South Car- 
olina team. In four recent mat- 
ches, the Bengals lost to Maryland 
and Georgia while defeating Wof- 
ford and The Citadel. 
Medalist Len Yaun led the Ti- 
gers to a ip 1-2 to 7 1-2 win over 
The Citadel with a 74 on the Lake 
Boscobel course. 
John Woodard posted a neat 
69 to edge Taun by one stroke 
for    medalist    honors    in    the 
Tigers one-sided 26 1-2 to 3 1-2 
victory over Wofford. 
Georgia's Bulldogs    had    little 
trouble gaining a 5-22  win from 
Clemson. Georgia's Carson shot a 
66 for the match's best score. 
Carr Larisey   led  a  late  Tiger 
surge, but it was too late to ov 
ercome Maryland's early lead  as 
the Terps went on to nudge Clem- 
son, 1 1-2—15 1-2. 
Larisey toured the Lake Bos- 
cobel course with a 72 to take 
medalist  honors. 
Len Yaun, Billy   Johnson   and 
John  Woodard  will  leave  Clem- 
son next Wednesday for Athens, 
Georgia,  where they  will repre- 
sent this  school in the Southern 
Intercollegiate   Golf  Tournament. 
Colleges fram all over the south 
Tiger Nermen Win 
One of Last Four; 
Record Now 2-6 
The undefeated College of Char- 
leston tennis team, riding on the 
crest of a seven-match winning 
streak, defeated Clemson's Tigers 
in two of the Bengals last four 
matches. The Tigs defeated The 
Citadel and lost to Maryland u 
the other two. 
Clemson gainecr its second vie 
tory of the current season by de 
feating the Citadel 6-3 The strong 
College  of    Charleston    defeated 
the Tigs 0-9 and 3-6. 
Dick James was the Bengals' 
lone singles winner Tuesday when 
Maryland handet Clemson its 
sixth defeat in eight matches by 
a 3-6 count. The Tiger doubles 
teams of Si-James and Moxley- 
Lander were the other Clemson 
winners. 
Summary: 
Myers (M) defeated Si 6-4; 6-2. 
Leightheiser (M) defeated Kin- 
sey 6-0, 6-1. 
Clifford (M) defeated Nickles 
6-1, 6-4. 
Eckel (M) defeated Moxley 6-2, 
11-9. 
FINISHES WHAT HE STARTS 
Tiger righthander Leonard 
Humphries of Sumter, S. C, was 
called into action on consecutive 
days at the University of Florida 
to "put out fires." He did a two- 
inning stint and a ":- ""ning stint 
in finishing both gamei. fffifl 
APRIL 9: CLEMSON 5— 
LIBERTY MILLS 1 
The Clemson baseballers rolled 
over, the Liberty Lions for the 
second time in three days behind 
the hurling of .Bill Toth, making 
his debut for the Tiger diamond- 
men. 
Clemson touched two Liberty 
picthers for seven hits, four of 
which went for extra bases. Lead- 
ing the Clemson batsmen were 
Kingsmore with two for five and 
Barnett who hit safely three times 
for three times up to the plate. 
Gaines, Lions first baseman, led 
his teammates with one hit for 
two tries. _ 
BOX SCORE R H   E 
Liberty 000 001 0-1    14    0 
Clemson       301 010 x-5   5   7   1 
10— APRIL 13:  CLEMSON 
SOUTH CAROLINA 1 
O     The big bat of Doug Kings- 
more plus the splendid hurling 
of Billy O'Dell played    major 
roles in the Tigers' victory over 
the South Carolina Gamecocks 
in Columbia. This was the Ti- 
gers'     third     conference   win 
against no defeats. 
Doug Kingsmore put on a phe-; 
nominal hitting show for the Tigs 
in their victory. In gathering four 
hits for five ..times at bat, Doug 
powered the ball for two home 
runs and one double. Barry Crock' 
er also collected a home run for 
the   winners.   Roger   Gaines  and 
Roy Coker took runner-up honors 
ill the Country Gentleman hitting 
department, each getting two for 
four. 
Carolina used three pitchers 
VISIT THE 
CLEMSON BOOK STORE 
FOR ALL YOUR SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
••• 
ALL YOUR DRUG NEEDS MAY BE 
EASILY FOUND AT 
L C. MARTIN DRUG COMPANY 
CLEMSON, S. C. 
APRIL 19: CLEMSON 5— 
FORT BRAGG 4 
The Clemson Tigs won their 
tenth contest in a row by defeat- 
ing the Fort Bragg Paratroopers 
5-4. 
Bill Barnett was the hero of 
the  day for  the  Tigs.    In  the 
last of the ninth Barnett dou- 
bled with two away. After be- 
ing balked to third base,    the 
speedy  leftfielder    stole  home 
for the winning run. 
Bubba Free    started    on    the 
mound for Clemson and was re- 
lieved by Mickey Cone    in    the 
sixth.    Cone was accredited with 
the win. 
Lt.   Col.   Randy  Hinson,      the 
coach who took the Tigs to the 
NCAA quarter finals a few years 
back, is the Fort Bragg coach. 
APRIL 20: CLEMSON 5— 
WAKE FOREST . 
Clemsons southpaw hurling ace 
Billy O'Dell pitched fabulous three 
hit ball to notch up his fifth vic- 
tory against no defeats as the 
Tigers strengthened their hold on 
the Atlantic Coast Conference 
lead with a 5-0 record and stretch- 
ed their winning streak to eleven 
straight. 
The Bengals winning over the 
Deacons 5-3 in a game last Thurs- 
day and a 5-0 victory Tuesday 
completes the season's series with 
the Baptists. 
Leading the Tiger hitters in 
their victory was Bill Barnett, 
left fielder who got two singles 
for five times up to the plate. Bill 
O'Dell blasted a double for the 
only extra base blow for the 
Tigs. 
Wake pitcher Tench led his 
batsmen with 2 for 3, one of 
which was a double. 
Clemson _.. 002 000 030—5 
Wake  Forest _  000 000 000 —0 
The Bengals have two more 
conference games Friday and Sat- 
urday with the strong Duke Blue 
Devils. 
James (C) defeated Reamey 
6-3, 6-2. 
Beckwith (M) defeated Sea- 
brook 6-2, 6-3. 
Myers and Clifford (M) defeat- 
ed Kinsey and Seabrook 6-1, 6-1. 
Si and James (C) defeated 
Leightheiser and Beckwith 3-6, 
6-4, 6-2. 
Moxley and Lander (C) defeat- 
ed Reamer and Wittstadt 6-2, 6-3. 
"WALKING" FIRST BASEMAN 
Tiger first baseman Dick Swet- 
enburg of Anderson and Charles 
Blackston of Piedmont, drew 10 
bases on balls in their first 13 ap- 
pearances at bat- Also involved 
were a triple by Blackston, - a 
strikeout by Swetenburg and a 
sacrifice by Swetenburg. 
"BJOttS 
will send competitors to the tour- 
ney which begins Thursday morn- 
ing and will end Saturday after- 
noon. 
Summary of Maryland match. 
Kroneberger (M) defeated 
Yaun. 2 1-2—1-2. 
Depire (M) defeated Johnson 
2-1. « 
Yaun and Johnson (C) tied Kro- 
neberger and Depiro 1 1-2—1 1-2. 
McFerron (M) defeated Wood- 
ard. 3-0. 
Thornhill (C) tied Bellamy, 1 
1-2^-1  1-2. 
McFerren and Bellamy (M) de- 
feated Woodard and Thornhill, 
3-0. 
Larisey (C) defeated Mantizou- 
ris, 3-0. 
Smith (C) ttied Beggins, 1 1-2 
—1 1-2. 
Larisey and Smith (C) defeat- 
ed Mantzouris and Beggins 2 1-2 
—1-2. 
Safe NON-SKID Soles! 
For 5hower.Pool.and 
Lounging.   Noiseless- 
Dry   Quickly  -   Pack 
Easily-Durable Grade 
"A" Quality-Attract- 
ive Solid Color 
Throughout! 
Men's Sins: 7 -13. 
Children's & Ladies' 
Sizes:    Extra    Small. 
—, Small, Medium and 
Only »2.*5pr.pen paid  Large. 
Color  Choice:   Blue, 
White, Green or Red. 
• r ,our menay r .f g n..d 1 • 
Please stale the* iiz* ene 2 <eter cheices when efder'tni 
Snlitfadion   Guarantee 
JHOWCR SHOf SUPPIY CO. Dept.i 
P.O. Box IT*, LITTLI TON, H. C. 
Collegians Bowled Over—Say 
"Arrow GABANARO Fits Perfectly" 
Sports Shirts Feature Exact 
Collar Sizes and Sleeve Lengths 
According to college men, Arrow "Gabanaro" is 
the best-fitting sports shirt on this and every cam- 
pus — with built-in comfort . . . neater, smarter 
lines. "Gabanaro" features a wide range of colors 
in washable rayon gabardine. 
»»~ 
ARROW 
TRADE ® MARK 
SHIRTS • TIES • UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTSWEAR 




CLEMSON, S. C. 
•     ••••• 
FRI. & SAT., 23 - 24 
When you come right down to it, you 
smoke for one simple reason... enjoy- 
ment. And smoking enjoyment is all a 
matter of taste. Yes, taste is what counts 
in a cigarette. And Luckies taste better. 
Two facts explain why Luckies taste 
better. First, L.S./M.F.T.—Lucky Strike 
means fine tobacco... light, mild, good- 
tasting tobacco. Second, Luckies are ac- 
tually made better to taste better... 
always round, firm, fully packed to draw' 
freely and smoke evenly. 
So, for the enjoyment you get from 
better taste, and only from better taste, 
Be Happy—Go Lucky. Get a pack or a 






University of *<* 
WED. &THURS., 28-29 
THE NAKED 
JUNGLE 
..   TECHNICOLOR 
LUCKIES TASTE BETTER CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER! 
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KGndermen Win Two 
Lose One On Road 
In their last three meets, one of which was a triple meet 
with Davidson and Wofford,\the Clemson Tiger cindermen 
emerged victorious from two of the meets and lost one. The 
Joss came at the hands of the Georgia Bulldog track team. 
The Ftrrman Hurricanes, the Davidson Wildcats, and the 
Wofford Terriers were the victims of the hard running track- 
men. 
High Jump — Mitchell (C), 
Ruth (F), Cotliran (F). 6 ft. 1 in. 
Broad jump — three way tie. 
Mitchell (C), Folger (C), Balt- 
zegear  (F).  19 ft. 6 in. 
Mile Relay — Clemson.  Stone, 
Major. Bowick, Atltisson, 3:40.4 
GEORGIA 
FURMAN 
The Hurricanes swept to victory 
in seven events, but the depth of 
the Tigers was the deciding .fac- 
tor. The Bermals managed to 
grab enough second and third 
places to win the meet by a score 
of  77-53. 
High man for the Winds was 
Mac Baltzegear with 14 points. 
He got a first, two seconds, and 
was in a three-way tie for first. 
Carter was the top man for 
the Bengals as he took two 
firsts in the meet. 
The Furman squad was strong 
in  the  field  events  as they  won 
the top spot in each of- the four 
i field events. 
GEORGIA 
The Bulldogs of Georgia com- 
pletely overwhelmed the Tigs in 
{he meet held at the University 
of Georgia. They took first place 
in every event except three and 
won handily by the score of 94- 
44. 
Kermit Perry, captain of the 
Bulldog trackmen, was the high 
scorer for the meet. He gathered 
a total of 18H points. 
The Bengal cindermen were the 
victors in the 440 yard dash, the 
"880 yard dash, and the two mile 
run. 
DAVIDSON AND WOFFORD 
High winds and a soggy track 
hampered all three teams in this 
.meet which was held at Davidson. 
The Tigers barely nosed out the 
scrappy Davidson Wildcats by the 
score of 77-75, while Wofford was 
way behind with only 11 points. 
Clemson won seven first places 
and Davidson won six. High 
man for the meet was Bill Koonce 
who won the 100 yard dash, 220 
yarcl dash, broad jump, and the 
mile relay, to collect 15 points. 
SLMMERIES: 
FURMAN 
100—1. George (C), Baltzebear 
(F), Miller (C) :10.05 
220—Baltzegear (F), Miller 
(C), George (C)   :23.5 
440—Carter (C), Buck (C), 
Stone (C). :52.6 
880—Carter (C), Mattos (F), 
Singleton (C). 2:04.2. 
Mile run—Mattos (F), Shane 
(C), Little (F). 4:41.4. 
220   low   hurdles—Mason   (C), 
Baltzegear (F), Bowen (C). :27.0 
• 120 high hurdles—Bowen   (C), 
Mason  (C), Cothran  (F)   .16.3. 
Two mile run — Little (F), 
Counts (C), Smith (C). 11:42.2. 
Javelin—Gilreath (F), George 
(C), White (C) 171 ft. 3H in. 
Shot-put—Reid (F), Kirby (C), 
Wilson (C).   43 ft. 9H in. 
Discus—Hightower (F), Kirby 
(C), Wilson (C). 133 ft. 11 in. 
Pole Vault—West (F), Folger 
(C).  11  ft.  6 in. 
100—1. Harris (G). 2. Owens 
(G), 3. Cory (C). :10.3 
220—1. Harris (G), 2. Owens 
(G), 3. Buck  (C).  :22.5 
440—1. Carter (C), 2. Buck 
(C), 3. Sparks (G). :51.4 
880—1. Carter (C), 2. Sparks 
(G), 3. Bridges (G). 2:04.2 
Mile—1. Bridges (G). 2. Shane 
(C),   3.   Davis   (C).   :4:43.0 
Two-mile—1. Counts (C), 2. 
Young (G), 3. Smith (C). 10:47.0 
Broad jump—1. Perry (G), 2. 
Mitchell (C), 3. Moore (C). 20 ft. 
iO* in. 
High jump—1. Davis (G), 2. 
Mitchell (C), 3. Perry (G). 6 ft. 
6 in. 
Pole Vault—1. Bullard (G> and 
Folger (C)  (tie)  10 ft. 8 in. 
Shot-put — 1. Griffin (G), 2. 
Duckworth (G), 3. Kirby (C). 
44 ft. "<H in. 
Javelin—1. Pyle (G), 2. Duck- 
worth (G), 3. Griffin (G). 172 ft. 
5H-  in . 
Discus—1. Davis (G), 2. Kirby 
(C), 3. Griffin (G). 134 ft. S1* in. 
Mile   relay   Georgia,   Clemson. 
3:36.8. 
DAVIDSON AND WOFFORD 
Shotput—1. Kirby (C), 2. Re- 
gen (D), 3. Petree (D), 4. Peter- 
sen (D). 42 ft. V2 in. 
Mile—Iti Sparks (D), 2. Shane 
(C), 3. Turner and Geeney (D). 
4:48.4. 
High jump—1. Mitchell (C), 2. 
Sexton (W), 3. Huffaker (D), 4. 
Thomas (C). 6 ft. 2 in. 
440—1. Shipley (D), 2. Carter 
(C), 3. Buck (C), 4. Hodge (W). 
!52.3 
100—1. Koonce (D), 2. Mitche- 
ner (D), 3. Corry, (C), 4. Gregory 
(W).  :10.2 
High hurdles—1. Mason (C), 2. 
Bowen (C), 3. Ward (W), 4. Rob- 
inson. 
880—1. Carter (C), 2 .Joyner 
(D), 3. Fizer (C), 4. Lovettex 
(D).  2:10.2. 
220—1. Koonce (D), 2. Mitch- 
ner (D), 3. Corry (C), 4. Buck 
(C).   :23.1. 
Broad jump—1. Koonce (D), 
2. Mitchell (C), 3 .George (C), 4. 
Hauffaker (D). 22 ft. 1 in. 
Disc—1. Kirby (C). 2. Gilley 
(D). 3. Petersen (D), 4. Inabinet 
(C).  135 ft. 2 in. 
Two-mile run—1. Feeney (D), 
2. Sparks (D), 3. Counts (C), 4. 
Turner (D). 10:47.8 
Low hurdles—1. Mason (C), 2. 
Owen (C), 3. Robinson (D), 4. 
Ward  (W).  :27.3. 
Frosh Hitting/ 
Pitching Good 
In Three Wins 
The Clemson Tiger fresh- 
men baseball nine has dis- 
played a great adaptability 
for hitting the ball, and seem 
to be following in the foot- 
paths of the varsity, for they 
have not lost a ball game to 
the opposition yet this year 
Excellent pitching has teamed 
up with good hitting to give 
the Baby Cubs a present sea- 
son record of three wins and 
no losses. 
Sptrtanburf Junior College 
In their first game &i me 1954 
diamond season, the Baby Tigers 
unearthed a battery that is sure 
tc be heard of in the future. 
Pitcher Don Shealy not only 
hurled a fine ball game in giving 
up only five hits, but he also 
showed that he could hit the ball 
as well. 
He collected three for five of- 
ficial trips to the plate, and these 
hits included a home run and a 
double: 
His battery mate, Dick    De- 
Simone, who Is one of the top 
line prospects on the    Clemson 
football team,  caught  an    ex- 
cellent game and had a perfect 
day at the plate, hitting safely 
in two official trips to the plate. 
The Cubs got a total of 16 hits 
off  two   Spartanburg  pitchers   to 
win the ball game by the score of 
8 to 3.   Neither team committed 
any misciies afield. 
Box score: 
Cub Trackmen Take 
First Win Of Year 
In Triangular Meet 
Clemson's freshman track team 
took an easy victory in a tri- 
meet with Belton and Daniel High 
Schools. 
The Cubs gathered 98 points 
compared to Belton's 24^ and 
Daniel's 12H. 
Floyd took two of Clemson's 
13 first places and placed sec- 
ond in one event to total 13 
points, to be the meet's high 
scorer. He won the 100 and 
220 yard dashes and came in 
second in the broad ump. Mor- 
ris of Belton won the mile and 
his teammate Nelson took first 
in the low hurdles to get the 
other two blue ribbons. 
In South Carolina 
Clemson *\ 
S. J. C. 
UTICA 
100 104 20x 
020 000 010 
In their second game, the Cubs 
scored   a   4-1  victory   over     the 
Utica   textile   nine.      The   Utica 
batsmen got four hits to the Baby 
Tigers three, but the Cubs man- 
aged to bunch theirs for the runs. 
Watson   pitched     the   whole 
game for  the  victorious    Tigs, 
with DeSimone again  catching. 
Outfielder Jim Coleman was the 
Cubs' leading hitter for the day 
as he collected two hits for three 
official trips to the plate. 
King was the top hitter for the 
visitors in  the  short  six  inning 
contest. 
Box score: 
R H E 
4   3   0 
14   0 
Clemson Frosh   202 OOx 
Utica 000 010 
PIEDMONT 
DonShealy pitched his third 
game for the Cubs and was re- 
lieved in  the seventh  inning by 
Summary: 
100-Yard dash; Floyd (C), Gil- 
strop (C) Brown (D). :11 
220-.1. Floyd (C), Gilstrap (C), 
Hunter   (B).   :24 * 
440-1. Kissan (C) Smith (C), 
Wilson (B). :56. 
880*1. Pace (C), Merck (D), 
McAlister (D).    2:20. 
Mile: Morris (B), Newman (D), 
Johnson (C). 6:02. 
180 Low hurdles-1. Nelson (B), 
Coleman  (C), Carr (D)   :23.7 
120 High hurdles - 1. Bauman 
(C), Coleman (C), Wilson (B). 
:18.6 
Javelin-1. Smith (C), Snipes 
(B), Hunter (D), 41 ft. 4 in. 
Shotput-1. Spooner (C), Hud- 
son (C), Cmith (C). 46 ft. IVz in. 
Biscus-1. Murphree (C), Hud- 
son (C), Haynie (B), .127 ft. 2 in. 
Pole Vault- Abbot (C), Corri- 
gan (C), Snipes (B). 10 ft. 6 in. 
High    jump-1.    Bauman and 
Coleman   both   Clemson   (tie)   3. 
Nelson and Boatwright both Bel-! 
ton (tie) 5 ft. 4 in. 
Broad jump-1. Maddox (C), 
Floyd (C). Durham (C). 18 ft. 
1 in. 
880 relay-1. Clemson, Belton, 
Daniel. 
Mile   Relay-   Clemson,   Belton, ' 
Daniel.  3:59. 
Javelin — 1. George (C), 2. 
Smith (D), 3. Martin (D), 4. 
Ward (C). 157 ft. 1 in. 
Pble Vault—1. Folger and Metz, 
both of Clemson (tie). 3. Sanders 
(W), 4. McNair (DX. 11 ft. 
Middleton. Kaltenbach, another 
gridiron star, went in at the 
catcher's post for DeSimone at 
the same time. 
The Baby Bengals collected a 
total of 13 hits off the Piedmont 
pitching and scored 8 runs. Bad 
baserunning by the Cubs pre- 
vented more runs from crossing 
the plate. , 
DeSimone was the top bats- 
man for the Cubs with three 
hits for four trips. 
Hicks collected three for five 
of which two were doubles. 
Ray Weisner was top man for 
Piedmont with three hits in four 
official times at bat. 
The Frosh committed two er- 
rors while the visiting club was 
guilty of five miscues. 
The Piedmont nine started a 
rally in the last of the ninth in- 
ning, but it was put out after 
three runs had crossed the plate. 
Box score: 
R H E 
Clemson F. 011 102 12x 8 13 2 
Piedmont      000 010 003    4    8    5 
A\ 
Make your own 
proving ground" test 
THe ne* 1954 Chevrolet Eel Air X-door sedan. 
With 3 sreaf teries, Chevrolet offers *« matt, 
beautiful choice of models in ih field. 
».. and we know this is what you'll find 
Chevrolet is out ahead 
in powerful performance 




Year offer year mor* people buy 
Chevroleti than any other earl 
***^»or^cM>*^ 
You can easily tell the difference between engines when you drive— 
and the difference is all in Chevrolet's favor! That's because 
Chevrolet's great engines deliver full horsepower where it counts— 
on the road. What Chevrolet promise!, Chevrolet deliiersl 
There's new power, new performance and new economy in both 
1954 Chevrolet engines—the "Blue-Flame 125" in Powerglide 
models and the "Blue-Flame 115" in gearshift models. And they 
bring you the highest compression ratio of any leading low-priced 
car. That's why they can deliver a big gain in power, acceleration 
and all-around performance, along with important gasoline savings! 
Yovr test ear'i reaoy now... We'll be glad to have you compare 
the smooth, quiet performance of this new Chevrolet with any 
other car in its field. Come in and put it through any kind of 
"proving ground" test you care to, and judge its performance for 
yourself. Your test ear's ready now and we hope you are, too. 
SEE YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER FOR ALL YOUR AUTOMOTIVE NEEDS! 
Convenient"// lisfd under "Automobile*" in your foco/ e/owifled tmlephonm dirottory 
The ANDERSON Newspapers are 
STATE CHAMPIONS 
In Growth ,Public Service and Prestige! 
SOUTH CAROLINA'S FASTEST GROWING NEWSPAPERS 
NOW HAVE OVER 
50,000 
CIRCULATION 
Leading all newspapers of the Palmetto State in circulation gains, they 
long ago passed SPARTANBURG and moved up next to CHARLESTON 
in total circulation! More News, More Pictures, More Features! 
Only newspaper in the United States 
} twice receive the University of 
Missouri silver plaque for rendering 
the greatest community service in 
the nation. (1941 and 1944.) 
The Paily Mail was awarded the 
the N. E. A. Bronze Plaque for hav- 
ing produced the largest newspaper 
ever printed in South Carolina (304 
pages). Its edition was acclaimed 
in the group of the three best issued 
in the United States. 
First South Carolina newspaper to sponsor series of 
radio broadcasts to publicize the state's natural resour- 
ces to the nation. 
First South Carolina newspaper to install complete 
photographic department and engraving plant enabling 
them to publish regularly more local and sectional pic- . 
tures than any newspapers in the state. 
» 
First newspapers in the South to be selected by North-' 
western University for a readership study. 
In 1950, the National Editorial As- 
sociation awarded The Independent 
its Distinguished Service Bronze Pla- 
que for outstanding Farm pages.- (In 
top three of U.S.A.). 
In a typical year the Northwestern 
University survey revealed the Ander- 
son newspapers contributed $66,- 
091.20 in space to help build'this 
community and section. (Over and 
above normal news coverage.) 
Awarded Editor Cr Publisher Blue 
Ribbon for writing and publishing 
the best advertisement in the United 
States in 1941.    ' 
First newspapers in the state to be 
restyled for easy reading by America's 
foremost typographer, Gilbert Farrar, 
who designed Look Magazine, Los 
Angeles Times, Chicago Sun and 
many other leading   publications. 
Received NEA top honors in 1943 
for circulation promotion and carrier- 
salesmen welfare program. 
Wt Kvfotrm intopenfant 
MORNING and SUNDAY 
Associated Press—International News Service—North American Newspaper Alliance 
f St IS MET M&Il 
EVENING 
WILTON E. HALL, Publisher 
South Carolina's fastest growing newspapers! 
WAIM A M F M T V 
South Carolina's First Columbia Network 
Station.   Established 1935 
Palmetto Publishing Co. 
National Stamp News, Books, Magazines, 
Publications, Engravings, Printing 
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The University Singers 
Letters To 
Tom Clemson 
Furman University Singers To Give 
Concert Program In College Auditorium 
DuPre Rhame Is 
Conductor For Group 
The Furman   University 
Singers,  directed   by   DuPre 
Rhame, will give a concert in 
the   College   Auditorium   at 
8:15 p. m., Wednesday, April 
28. 
The Furman University Sing- 
ers, 160 voice mixed chorus, is a 
development of one of the oldest 
choral groups of its kind in the 
Southeast. 
The Singers had their begin- 
ning as an organization in 1898, 
with the formation of the Furman 
Men's Glee Club. The female 
section, known as "The Serena- 
des," was added during World- 
War II, and the name of the 
chorus was changed to the Fur- 
man University Singers. 
DuPree Rhame, director of < the 
Singers, has been closely con- 
nected with the group since he 
entered Furman as a student in 
1920. While a student he was a 
member of both the band and 
glee club. Upon his graduation, 
Mr. Rhame became director of 
music in the Greenville High 
School. He joined the Furman 
University faculty shortly after- 
wards. As professor of music at 
the University, he is widely 
known among music lovers of the 
Southeast. 
The program consists of: "Glo- 
rious Is Thy Name," from 
"Twelfth Mass," Mozart; "Be 
Thou Near Me, Lord," Morgan; 
"List! The Cherubic Host" from 
Tchaikovsky; "Kermesse," from 
"The Holy City," Gaul; "The 
Creation," Richter; "Adieu, For- 
ests," from "Jeanne d'Arc," 
"Faust," Gounod; selections from 
Acts I and II of "Aida," verdi. 
Miss Elsie Blackwell, pianist, 
will play "Toccata" by Khacha- 
turian. 
Continuing the program, the 
Singers will sing a group of iight- 
er songs including a medley from 
"The Nutcracker Suite," Tchai- 
kovsky-Simeone; selections from i 
"The Desert Song," Romberg;! 
"Romany Life" from "The For- 
tune Teller," Herbert; "You'll 
Never Walk Alone," Rogers- 
Ringwald; "Battle Hymn of the 
Republic," Steffe-Ringwald. 
Headquarters  and 
Headquarters   Company 
86th Infantry Regiment 
Fort Riley, Kansas 
5 April 1954 
Dear Tom, 
In reading the April 1st issue 
of The TIGER there was an ar- 
ticle in it about a possible change 
in the cadet uniform. I am not 
going to say whether or not I am 
in favor of a change in the uni- 
form; but I do have this to say 
about it. DON'T ADOPT AN IKE 
JACKET. I have been in the 
Army since July '52 and if there 
is one uniform that I don't like, 
it is the Ike jacket. This is not 
just a personal opinion of mine, 
but the majority of troops that 
I have worked with (both officer 
and enlisted personnel) do not 
like to wear the Army Ike jacket. 
The biggest complaint against it 
is that it keeps, crawling up your 
back, and if you want to be com- 
fortable while working, then you 
must unbutton it, which is defi- 
nitely against uniform regula- 
tions. Another comment about 
the jacket—there is nothing quite 
as unsoldierly as an ill-fitting 
Ike jacket. Personally, I would 
rather wear my dress blouse all 
the time rather than my Ike 
jacket. 
As you may or may not know, 
Tom, there is a possibility that 
the Army may do away with the 
Ike jacket as part of its uniform, 
which would seem to prove that 
it is not popular. 
You may take these words as 
you wish, Tom, but I thought that 
I ought to say something about 
the matter. 
Sincerely yours, 
John V. Thomson - '52 
1st Lt. Armor 
young man was not prompted by 
anyone, but instead acted on his 
own feelings. 
Aside from winning the com- 
pany title, the men have come 
up with two other titles worthy 
of notice. These are the best 
drilled platoon, and best drilled 
sophomore. 
Tom, we think enough has been 
said to prove that some of the 
old Clemson spirit still lives. So 
to a group of hard working Ca- 
dets, thanks for a job well done. 
Sincerely, 
Carl B.  Brabham,  '54 
Rudy Adams, '54 
Mr. DuPre Rhame, Director of 
the Furman University Singers. 
Clemson, S. C. 
Dear Tom, 
This letter is written to you as 
a means of recognizing a group of 
men who have in all respects dis- 
played the old Clemson spirit 
throughout this school year. The 
group we write about is Company 
A-2, best drilled company for 
1954. 
Without further introduction, 
we will endeavor to point out a 
few of the instances where A-2 
has displayed the fine spirit men- 
tioned above. Back during the 
year's Homecoming weekend, A-2 
showed the proper spjrit by 
working hard as a team and com- 
ing up with the best decorations 
on Company level. This was then- 
way of saying "Welcome Grads". 
Their most recent accomplish- 
ment was winning the title of 
best drilled company. Tom, we 
have never seen a group of men 
with such a will to win. They 
worked hard and long without a 
gripe during their drill sessions. 
After winning the battalion, the 
men were asked not to leave on 
Friday because the regimental 
eliminations were scheduled for 
Saturday morning. Many of the 
men had permits approved and 
plans made, but proceeded to can- 
cel them. We would like to men- 
tion one specific case. A tele- 
gram was received by the Com- 
mandant's office from the father 
of a cadet. It stated that the 
father would like for his son to 
be excused from school on Fri- 
day to attend the Master's Golf 
Tournament. As soon as the 
cadet learned of this, he pro- 
ceeded to go to the main office 
and asked to be excused from the 
telegram, using as his excuse his 
company entering the elimina- 
tions   Saturday    morning.     This 
Dear Tom, 
Just before the holidays, the 
professional societies of the En- 
gineering and Architectural de- 
partments here staged a very in- 
teresting and entertaining Archi- 
tectural-Engineering fair which 
took a lot of work on the part of 
everyone who contributed to it. 
I'd like to take this opportunity 
to thank all of the clubs, individ- 
uals, departments, and outside 
help that it took to make this fair 
a success. There have been many 
favorable comments from those 
who visited the fair and the ac- 
complishments that invited these 
praises could not have been pos- 
sible without the cooperation of 
everyone. 
I would also like to apologize 
for an oversight in printing the 
programs. Due to an error, the 
American Institute of Architects 
was omitted. We know that this 
organization did much in prepar- 
ing their exhibits and deserves 
the recognition winch they did 
not receive in the program for 
their work. 
Sincerely, 
Sam  B.  Murphree,  Jr. 
Pres., Tau Beta Pi | 
Eight Members Of 
TIGER Staff To Go 
To Press Meet Friday 
Eight members of THE TIGER 
staff will attend the annual con- 
vention of the South Carolina 
Collegiate Press Association at 
Limestone College in Gaffney, 
April 23-24. Those attending the 
meeting are Carrol Moore, Tommy 
Green, Don Dunlap, Alan Can- 
non, Frank Anderson, Roger Yike, 
Mac Hines, and John Duffy. 
Registration will begin at 4:00 
p. m. and the first meeting of the 
convention will be at 7:00 p. m. 
followed by a recreation period. 
On Saturday, activities will in- 
clude panel discussions, an exe- 
cutive meeting, a business meet- 
ing, and culminating with a ban- 
quet at 6 p.m. The convention will 
close with the banquet, at which 
time trophies will be awarded to 
winners of the annual contest. 
Tommy Green, editor of THE 
TIGER, is treasurer of the South 
Carolina Collegiate Press Associa- 
tion. 
5 EE Majors 
Attend Meeting 
At Raleigh, N. C. 
Five Electrical Engineering ma 
jors of Clemson College and their 
counselor will attend the South- 
eastern District Student Cpnven 
tion of the American Institute of 
Electrical Engineers at North Car- 
olina State College in Raleigh 
on April 21st to 24th inclusive. 
Representing the, Clemson 
School of Engineering will be F 
T. Tingley, Professor of Electri- 
cal Engineering, who is the coun- 
selor for the local chapter of A« I. 
E. E. Prof. Tingley will be ac- 
companied by John W.. Mclntire 
M. R. Reese, C. A. McCormick, 
John D. Brunsuck, and John M 
Bailey, all of whom are students 
of electrical engineering. 
John W.' Mclntire won first 
prize in the local contest with his 
paper, "The Laboratory Function 
Generator." He will present this 
paper again at the Raleigh meet- 
ing and compete with students 
from 18 colleges in the southeast. 
Dr. Owings Tapped 
By Phi Beta Kappa 
Dr. M. A .Owings, professor 
of English at Clemson, is one of 
the eight new members inducted 
into the Wofford chapter of the 
nation's highest scholastic honor 
fraternity, Psi Beta Kappa. 
The initiation was held April 
14 in the Wofford College Library 
under the direction of S. F. Lo- 
DR. WILLIAMS SPEAKS 
(Continued from Page One) 
which has been mailed to every 
land grant college in the U. S. 
This is the second news letter 
which has been published by the 
Clemson branch, and is the firit 
means of communication among 
the collegiate branches through- 
out the United States. 
Making final plans for the Camp Long Christian 
Student Association Retreat are the South Caro- 
lina officers, left to right: Joe O'Cain, secre- 
tary, from Clemson; Nancy James, publicity 
chairman from Winthrop; Willie Neville, treas- 
urer, from Presbyterian College; Miss Eliza- 
beth Stowe, dean, from Winthrop; and Kitty 
Stanley, president, from Winthrop. Frank Mar- 
tin, vice president, from The Citadel, was ab- 
sent when the picture was taken. 
Towle, Reed and 
Barton Sterling 
and 





Anderson, S. C. - Seneca, 8. C. 
Phone 406 Phone 749 
SCA Retreat Will Be Held 
April 23-25 At Camp Long 
The South Carolina Student 
Christian Association Retreat 
will be held this weekend, 
April 23-25, at Camp Long 
near Aiken. 
Thirty Clemson men represent- 
ing the various churches and 
YMCA are expected to attend this 
conference. The following other 
schools will be represented: The 
Citadel, Coker, Columbia, Con- 
verse, Erskine, Furman, Lander, 
Limestone, Newberry, Presbyte- 
rian, University of South Carolina,, 
Winthrop, Wofford, Anderson,' 
and Spartanburg Junior College. 
"Seek Ye First, Then " is 
the theme for the retreat and the 
main speaker will be the Rever- 
end Mr. Vance Barren, pastor of 
the Second Presbyterian Church 
of Charleston. 
Registration will begin at 4:00 
p. m., Friday afternoon. 
The following is an outline for 
the workshop topics and leaders: 
"How to Really Live" by Alfred 
G. Taylor, Fourth Presbyterian 
Church, Greenville; "Personal Re- 
lationships" by Miss Elendor Fox- 
worth, Kingstree; "Christian As- 
sociation Fellowship" by Ted 
Ladeen, executive secretary, Car* 
olina YMCA, Columbia;' "Chris 
tian Association Leadership" by 
J. R. Roy Cooper, associate secre- 
tary, Clemson YMCA; and "Af- 
ter College, What?" by JinVTubbs, 
Presbyterian Church, Florence. 
Bopby Arnold, president of the 
Clemson Sophomore YMCA Coun- 
cil, along with Zane Brock, Dick 
Elliot, and Perry Sprawls will be 
in charge of the camp vesper pro- 
gram Friday night, April 23. La- 
mar Neville, president of the 
Clemson YMCA Cabinet, will be 
in charge of the recreation for 
the weekend. 
HALES 
Registered Jewelers • American Gem Society 
LEADING  JEWELERS   AND   DIAMOND   MERCHANTS 
SINCE 1856. 
Greenville South Carolina 
Bill & Hallie's Drive - In Restaurant 
SHORT ORDERS SANDWICHES 
—Open 24 Hours— 
21-2 Miles Out of Clemson on Seneca Highway 
SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO. 
Sporting Goods Hardware 
ANDERSON, S. C. 
Gene Anderson's 
I/AIR CONDITIONED FOR YOUR COMFORT 
gan, registrar of the college and 
president of the Wofford chapter. 
The highlight of the meeting 
was the informal dinner in Car- 
lisle Hall to which all members of 
Phi Beta Kappa in South Caro- 
lina were invited. 
The occasion was marked by 
an address by Dr. John Olin Edi- 
son, who is director of the Uni- 
versity Center of the University 





Sandwiches and Shakes 
Open   Til Midnight Nightly 
J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY 
—E ngineer s— 
GREENVILLE SOUTH CAROLINA 




is the Best Cigarette 
Ever Made! 
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Featurine "McGregor" among 
our man; famous name brands 
of merchandise. 
DRAKES 
Next to Center Theater 
GREENVILLE, S. C. 
TIGER TAVERN 
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House 
NOW OPEN ALL DAY 
OPEN ON THURSDAYS 
Hours: 7 a. m. Til Midnight 
WILL BE OPEN LATE FOR ALL DANCES 
For scorecards you'll be proud of, 




POWERED BY TRU-TENSION WINDING 





'For maximum distance with durability play TQP-FllTE.* 
DOT* and TOP-FUTE sold through golf professionals only! 
>-: 
"Chesterfields for Me!" 
MioMJis (3£jtxi&i/ Univ. of Idaho'54 
The cigarette tested and approved by 30 
years of scientific tobacco research. 
*?w£jv&w:o«i££- 
"Chesterfields for Me!" 
tflOtf'UrfWl&rUj No.*ItandUod.r 
The cigarette with a proven good record 
with smokers. Here is the record.. Bi-monthly 
examinations of a group of smokers show no 
adverse effects to nose, throat and sinuses 






"Chesterfields for Me!" 
/$U0h*4s   t&d&iS US.C. <5« 
The cigarette that gives you proof of 
highest quality—low nicotine. For the taste 
and mildness you want—smoke America's 
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